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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF LlNGUISTIC DEVIATION
FRANCIS WEBB, A SCHIZOPHRENIC POET
When talking about art people tend to confuse genius and
madness, poetic imagination and creative inspiration in the
personality of the great artist. When criticizlng an artlst,
however, or when expresslng professlonal judgements of sorne
sort, people tend to dlssoclate the two entities, man and the
artlst.
Whlle talklng about Webb to the Head of Melbourne Mental
Hospital, Webb's poetry had been deflned as a token of
schizophrenie language; obviously, the same didn't apply for
people living in the opposite world, the world outside the
hospital, who disregarded the fact that Webb was mentally ill
and regarded and still regard his poetry as the work of a
highly creative mind. The two entities, man and the poet,
coexist only thanks to a convention : in both cases, the rules
of society set the two worlds - the mentally normal and the
mentally abnormal - previously euphemistically joined, irre-
conciliably and widely apart.
This is what 1 have called elsewhere (1) as "schizophrenogenic"
attitude towards the mentally abnormal , and is due to the rules
of a society which is unable or unwilling to cope with such
abnormalities as mental illnesses.
Indeed, a psychiatrist is hardly willing to account for the fact
that a person, labelled "paranoic schizophrenie" might be a
great poet too; besides, the literary society Is strongly unwill-
Ing to accept mental illness as a component of the muse, or of
the creative source of inspiration.
People tend, howevel', to confuse and consequently to misjudge
mental abnormalities. Generally speaking, mental disorders can
be mapped on two distinct areas :
1. - mental handicaps, which are mental dlsorders including
such cases as people born mentally "subnormal", deflcient,
retardated, backward or even idiots. These people are
born mentally handlcapped, that is, they have a brain
damage, a lack of bl'ain development and so on, and
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cannot be "cured" or treated. Deficiencies and causes are
well-known in this case.
2.- Mental ilIness, which affects people who started out by
being normal, have a mental illness and usually become
normal agaln. One becomes mentally ilI, and is not born
with it. No one knowa what causes mental ilIness - how
could aomeone be cured ?
As 1 pointed out elaewhere (2) there are many closely-Iinked
issues that go to build up the image of the mentally ilI : our
world is at the heart a world of multifactorial problems and no
solution can really easily be put forward. The most quoted
reason for mental ilIness remains always the stress placed on us
by an urban society, highly competitive, which contributes to
increase vulnerability to ilIness - for people who are psycho-
logically vulnerable.
Moreover, there is a form of social deprivation due to the fact
we live crammed together yet in isolation, a conflicting reality
that contributes a feeling of alienation instead of belonging.
Besides, normallty Iike health is not a firmly definable state :
no one is perfectly healthy both physically and mentally. There
are ups and downs day by day. Mental heaIth is thus an ilI-
defined state : we ail live our lives in states spanning normality
and abnormality. "Normal" people have fellings of anxiety and
depression. Sorne people may move back and forth into the area
of mental illness, sorne of them get to the point of taking theil'
own Iife as a resuIt of that state.
When we say that someone is abnormal, perhaps, it is because
certain behaviour frightens us and we gain cornfort by classi-
fying him/her by putting him/her into a category. If then,
normal equals acceptable. there are degrees of acceptability
varying with time and with social status.
ls it not perhaps the fear of mining the foundation itself of
social status and of social acceptability that prevents people
from conceiving as equally acceptable people who are unable or
unwilling to adapt and to coexlst without conflicts with the rest
of the society.
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Semlotics and feedback devlces
In that perspective, normallty becomes the acquisition of a set
of controlllng abllltles over the process of codlng and decodlng
the slgn system of a society at a glven tlme; the Information
content of messages dellvered by the media, seen as an arm of
the acquisitive society, gets a lot of blame for creating
dlssatlsfaction, too, People who are unable to develop one's own
bullt-In and properly contro11ed feedback device for an adequate
defense of thelr status in a11 klnds of social intercourse, become
outcasts, And for a man lIke Webb secluded ln mental hospltals
for most of hls lIfe, no l'eal feedback had been a11owed,
The menta11y 111 are thus compe11ed or rather condemned Into a
state of lInguistic and physical allenatlon whlch Is the worst
kind of social deprlvation ever conceived by a human mlnd,
As long as an individual stays a member of "normal" sociaty he
is a110wed a degree of abnormallty, accordlng to the degrees of
acceptabillty detel'mined by current conventlonal rules, by the
social group he belongs to etc, Whenever the individual resorts
to sorne kind of impatience or Intolerance towards the social
environment he must be cured. The lIeural! becomes synonymous
wlth a social selectlng devlce, automatlca11y switched on
whenever an individual is l'eputed harmful - both physlca11y and
ideologica11y speaking,
Webb was labe11ed paranoic schizophrenic, No more interaction
has been a110wed to such an individual which has been cut off
forever from the cultural and economlcal production process of
the society, Belng regal'ded dangerous he becomes useless,
What kind of deviation causes society to reject people as ab-
normal?
Or is it a question of the degree of devlatlon that matters ?
Society accepts to a certain degree eccentrlclty, personal
idiosyncrasies, unconventional or nonconformist behaviour
expressed both lInguistlca11y and by external attitudes and
gestures, Here again there are rules and degrees that define
the threshold level of acceptabllity a110wed to the IndividuaL
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He must obviously belong to a social group in order to be
classified.
If someone breaks a shop window today he would probably only
be taken to the hospital - at lVebb's times in the '60s. he would
be taken-as he was taken- into mental hospital.
Linguistically speaking, normality is a well-defined level of
control of the rules of the comunicative situation.
These rules can only be ciolated according to a set of condi-
tions related to sorne variables present in a given situation.
Each must know these conditions and the presence of sorne
random variable, he must accept and conform to these rules; in
other words he has no possibility to manipulate the codes and
modalities of speech intercourses on a social level.
How many times people think the opposite of what they say :
thls gap is a kind of linguistic alienation which each member of
a social cornmunity suffers as long as he is not the one that
posseses the levers of power.
Poetl'y as deviation from the norm
Poetry is a form of linguistic behaviour that deviates from the
norm and that breaks the rules set up by the code established
by society. which is tolerated, accepted and even èxtolled. In
fact, poetic creation is regarded as the Wghest outcome of the
symbolic activity of the human mind. a real act of civilization.
indeed.
Linguistlc norm is thus violated systematically and theories have
been built upon this deviation like Brecht's Entfremdung and
Shklovskij' s Ostranenic.
Contemporary poetry has come to the point of building up a
sort of antilanguage as a means to express linguistic alienation;
it Is a language deprived of the usual connotations - the
meanings attached to symbols - of the usual denotation - the
meanings attached to the signs - and of the usual referents -
the objects related to the signs.
Poetry means in that it is the expression of social pathologies
and is nonetheless accepted as an anti-formal message.
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The status of poetl'y and of other artistic contemporary expres-
sions is thus intrinsically ambiguous, deviating and intentionally
abnormal; but its acceptabiiity is wal'ranted by its being a code
endowed with an aesthetic function . The rules are thus re-
verted : the elements of expression must be new, unforesee-
able, unpredictable, at the antipodes of the communicative
function of linguistic praxis in usual everyday social inter-
courses. The aim is to stun the reader in order to release his
imagination from the fetters imposed by common coding-decoding
linguistic processes.
Language has to work on a semantic level much more than on a
syntactic one; it has got to possess a high degree of enthropy
because it must work on paradigmatic or associative links rather
than on syntagmatic or contiguity ones.
Deviation then equals creativity when the linguistic code is
"misused" with an aesthetic function; Francis Webb's poetry not
only deviates as such from the linguistic norm, but it also
would deviate from the aesthetic norm if there were a fixed
one.
!ts lexis and its use of metaphors is indisputably an example of
how rich the creative imagination can be. In order to show
that, 1 have followed three different approaches : a quantita-
tive, a lexical, and a statistical one, and 1 have related, Webb's
lexis to W. B. Yeats and to the American Norm as recorded in
the Brown Corpus edited by Kucera and Francis. (4), (5), (6).
II, Quantitative analysis
ln my Introduction to (6) 1 reported the relevant features,
quantilatively speaking, of Webb's lexis as related to the other
two corpora.
- Yeats lexis or poetic canon comprises 131, 485 occurrences or
tokens and a number of 10,666 types, or different individual
words; Webb's corpus compl'ises 63,238 tokens and 11,600
types that it less than the half of tokens with about a number
of thousand types more than Yeats.
- Webb's Mean Frequency is very low (63,238/11,600), 5.45 if
compared to Yeats' (131,458 : 10,666) = 12.33 and to the
American Norm (1,014/50,406) = 20,12 where the figures
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between the brackets are respectively the tokens total divided
by the types total.
- The Patio of Hapax, which is a measure that expresses how
many words have been used only once on the types total, is
very high for Webb (6667/11600) = 0,57, over the fifty
percent of types are hapax legomena, whereas for Yeats is
(4698/10666) = 0,44 rather normal.
A measure of Vocabulary richness is given by the socalled
REPETITION RATE which is derived by subtracting from the
unity the Ratio of Hapax; for Webb we get 1-0,57 = 0,43
whel'eas for Yeats 1 - 0,44 = 0,56. indicating how strikingly
apart the two corpora are.
If we look at Vocabulary categories such as Dislegomena and
Trislegonema, which together with Hapax legomena constitute
what Berdan called Rare Words, and compare them to the types
total, we get the following proportions :
TABLE 1 Rare words as a percentage of total Vocabulary
in Webb and Yeats
YEATS WEBB
HAPAX 4698 44.0% 6667 57.5%
DISLG. 1821 17.0% 1961 16.9%
TRISLG. 874 8.2% 909 7.8%
TOTAL 7393 69.2% 9537 82.2%
If we look at Table 1 we notice that the greatest disproportion
is due to Hapax legomena, whereas both for Dis and Tris
legomena figures are very close. Percent values of remaining
High Frequency types are this the fol1owing :
-Webb: 2063, constituting the 17,8 %of the total;
- Yeats : 3273, constituting the 30,7% of the type total;
in the case of Webb, the number of repeated types with high
frequency is strinkingly low.
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We can no doubt affirm that Webb's vocabulary has a very
deviant word distribution which, as we shall check statistically
further on, is highly significant. In fact, we can say that
Webb's vocabulary word distribution does not obey to any
particular law, since there is no respondance nor any agreement
whatsoevel' between the expected distl'ibution are the actual one
as lt can be seen from the Table of Word distribution we report
at the end of this paper. We could not even apply the
Herdan-Waring distribution because the Repetition Rate in
Webb's lexis was higher than 0,50,
Lexical Analysis
To see if the highly significant figures quantitatively detected
could be attributed to lexical pecularities we tested the lexical
distinctive features of the two poets in val'ious ways : the first
comparison we have drawn in based on the Table of Q-Wm'ds


















Where the signs indicates the difference of types and! m'
tokens used by the two poets :viz. Yeats used 15 types with 31
tokens different from Yeats. The comparison is then to be
interpl'eted as a further sign of Webb's lexical richness.
We detected then in two separate tables the use of function or
grammatical words which usually make up the higher section of
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every frequency list, and the use of lexemes whlch have been
lemmatlzed ln order to get homogeneous comparlson. We checked
at flrst gl'ammatlcal words and listed them ln rank order ln the
Table Included ln the Appendlx.
Only the fil'st 40 types from the two paet's frequency lists,
were reported and compared to the Amerlcan Norm. To see If
there was devlance or conformity! Homogeneity we looked for
slmilaritles and!or dlsslmilarltles between the varlous lists and
computed the emerglng features ln terms of distances between
entries, as referred to rank figures.
We recorded five dlfferent types of distances reported in Tables
3.4. and 5. First order distance reports words wlth the same
rank position, or with a distance smaller than 2; second order
distance Includes words with rank distances lower than flve;
third order distance includes words with rank distances lower
than 10; fourth Is lower than 20 and the fifth higher than 20.
For Instance, the entry IS l'ank 7 in Webb's list and 8 in the
A. N., being thus Included in the column of first order dis-
tances; whereas in Yeats' list IS ranks 16 wlth a distance of 9
positions, being thus included in column 3 both Table 3 and 4.
TABLES 3, 4, 5 :
Webb-Yeats vocabularies compared on the basls of
disslmilarities or similarities in function words by
computlng distances in the rank Ol'der for the same
entry.
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TABLE 3 Webb-Yeats distances.
DISTANCE ORDER 1 2 3 4 5
FUNCTION THE TO YOU THAT THIS
WORDS OF WITH ALL AT YOUR
AND FOR ARE WE OUR
A MY AS OR LIKE
HIS ON HE HAVE ONE





TOTALS 9 10 9 6 6
TABLE 4 Yeats-Am. norm distances.
DISTANCE ORDER 1 2 3 4 5
FUNCTION WORDS THE HIS IS THAT HY
AND FOR OR l ALL
OF ON HE BUT OLD
A FROH NOT HAVE UPON
IN HAD HER AT










TOTALS 9 4 6 15 6
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TABLE 5 Webb - Am. norm distances.
DISTANCE ORDER 1 2 3 4 5
FUNCTION WORDS THE TO THIS l YOU
OF WITH THAT HE MY
AND HIS BUT WE ALL
A ARE AS BE OUR
IN FROM IT NO LIKE







TOTALS 12 6 6 9 7
As it can be noticed Yeats' rank list includes one OLD which is
not a function word. which ranks very high in the frequency
list. differently from the other two lists which include only
function words.
Quantitatively speaking. Webb's and Yeats' lists are very
similar. that its distances are relatively smaller than those
recorded in Tables 6 and 7.
To compute similarities or dissimilarities between any two rank
list we multiplied the number of words in each column by the
distance factor belonging to that column : e. g. in Table 3. :
column 1 has 9 words multiplied by 2; column 2 total is
multiplied by distance factor 5; column 3 by la; column 4 by 20
and column 5 by 30. The total similarity1dissimilarity figure for
Table 3 is 456. for Table 4 is 568 and for Table 5 is 504.
The higher dissimilarity is registered in table 4. where we
compare Yeats and the Am. Norm rank lists; Table 3 has the
lowest dissimilal'ity confirming thus our previous statement
about the peculial'ity of the poetic language. By applying in
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reverse order distance factors to each column total we get then
a measure of slmllarlty : Table 3 glves 602, Table 4 yields 517,
and Table 5 a figure of 599, confirmlng thus entlrely the fig-
ures we got wlth the prevlous computation.
Then we decided to leave off ail grammatical words and to
concentrate on lexemes or vocabulary Items.
We lemmatized the first hundred lexemes we met in each list,
that is, we reported manually under the same headlng ail
dlfferent forms belonglng to the same base form, ln a table
included ln the Appendix, recordlng the most frequent form,
Instead of the lemma, like vocabularies do. The followlng Tables
show the results for the first 62 more slgnlficant lexemes.
As to grammatical categories, we included only nouns, verbs
and adjectives-for Instance ALL is not included because It Is a
quantifier.
TABLES 6, 7, 8 :
Webb-Yeats vocabularles compared on the basls of
slmllarltles or dlsslmlIarlties ln lexemes by computing
distances in the rank order for the same entry.
TABLE 6 Webb-Yeats distances.
DISTANCE ORDER 1 2 3 4 5
LEXEMES MAN EYES LOVE KNOW DREMlS
COME THOUGHT GONE SAID WORLD
OLD WIND LONG HANDS DIE








TOTALS 5 3 Il 7 10
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TABLE 7 Webb-Am. norm distances.
DISTANCE aRDER l 2 3 4 5
LEXEMES THING MAN COME HANDS WORDS
HEAD TIME LIFE SAY EYES





TOTALS 2 7 3 5 5
TABLE 8 Yeats-Am. norm distances.
DISTANCE aRDER l 2 3 4 5
LEXEMES GONE MAN COME HANDS EYES
LONG KNOI~ MADE THINGS NIGHT
GREAT SAID TIME WOMAN




TOTALS 4 2 7 7 7
We reaIized that the criteria we applied p,'eviously for evalu-
ating grammatical words could not possibily be regarded this
time as sufficiently homogeneousiones. The three corpora did
not in fact include the same lexemes, or they were too far apart
in the rank list and they didn't appear in its highest section,
so that distance factors became devoid of meaning.
We decided then to limit ourselves to examine the rank down to
the hundredth lexical entry approximately; and for each lexeme
missing in every comparison we calculated a fixed distance
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factor of 15; their total had to be subtracted from the total of
the shared lexemes present in the table,
TABLE 9 Distance factor welghed by missing lexemes
f1gul'es for each comparison,
HISSING LEXEMES COLUMN TOTAL POSITIVE/
X FIXED DIS.FACT. X DIS.FACT. NEGATIVE
TOTAL
TABLE 40 x 15 22 x d,F. + 281
6. 600 319
TABLE 35 x 15 27 x d.F. + 87
7. 525 435
TABLE 26 x 15 36 x d.F. - 225
8. 390 615
Table 8, is the only one to show a negative figure and is the
one referred to dlssimilaritles between the two poets, Dissimila-
rities are thus bigger for the comparlson Webb-Am, Norm than
for Yeats-Am. Norm, whlch strangely enough shows more slmila-
ritles to the Am. Norm than Webb's. even though relatively
speaking, lexemes are used with different frequencies,
If we compute by reverse distance factors the measure of
simllarity we realise that Webb and Yeats are almost equally
close to the A, Norm even though they share wlth a different
amount of lexemes, We get for Table 6, 265, for Table 7, a
total of 279. and 355 for Table 8.
Difference between the three remaln. butthey are smoothed
down a lot.
To check lexical similarlties and dissimllarities we prepared
another list reported ln Table 10, whlch emphasizes words
peculiar to the one or the other poet.
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TABLE 10 : List of lexemes belonging to the three corpora
examinated individually or in their combination.
YEATS F.WEBB YEATS/A.N. WEBB/A.N. WEBB/ WEBB/
YEATS YEATS
A.N.
1 HEART FACE MADE LAST LICHT MAN
2 SANG DEATH GREAT GOOD OLD COHE
3 CRIED EARTH FOUND LIFE WIND TIHE
4 SLEED GREEN NIGHT DEAD WaRD
5 HaON AIR GIVE LOVE EYE
6 SONG GREY TAKE GaD HAND
7 YOUNG VOICE YEARS STONE SEE
8 STOOD BLUE SEEHED LIVE KNOW
9 SOUL HITLER STAR THOUGH
10 HIND DARKNESS TREE SAY
11 BRING PAST DREAHS DAY
12 KING COLOUR DIE GO
13 HAIR PEACE SUN !,ATER
14 BODY COLD SEA LONG
15 HANDERING DOCTOR BIRD LOOK
16 WHITE NEW CHILD THING







As it can be easily noticed from the figures at the end of the
Table Webb' lexis contains many words peculiar to his poetic
world already in the higher section of the frequency list.
ln fact, the more we looked down in the Am. Norm rank list the
fewer similarities we detected with the two poets' list; and the
first hundred types or so, only 30 lexemes appear in either
poet's list, that is less than the half . Whereas Webb and Yeats
share 36 lexemes. Webb's list appears still the most peculial'
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one, sharing only three lexemes from his personal lexis with the
Am. Norm.
Obviously these figures are referred only to the more frequent
lexemes in each corpus examined. The agreement between the
two poets' poetlc canon is nonetheless striking. Even Montale's
shorter list includes a number of 24 over 34 lexemes belonging
to the other two poets' lists.
More information on the usage of lexical items with a peculiar
semantic content, Le. linked to Webb's imagery, can be
gathered from the first two pages of the Usage List and the
last two pages from the Dispersion List included ln the Appen-
dix from (6), whlch elucldate the relative welght of each lexeme
used by Webb throughout his work.
The coefficient of dispersion indicates low even words have
been used in the six Phases; words with dispersion coefficient
equal to zero are used in one Phase only. The last pages of the
Dispersion List include words used mainly in one or two sub-
groups.
The List stops at words with frequency equal to Four; below
this rate are not significant as to the computation of this
coefficient, besides they have been grouped in (6) under the
heading Rare Words.
As to the coefficient of Usage, it is the result of weighing the
Dispersion pal'ameter that is multiplying it by, the absolute
frequency figure l'elated to each entry of the list.
ln other WQ1'ds, the Usage coefficient takes into account both
the distribution of each word in the corpus and its absolute
frequency.
The most used words in the Usage List appear now somewhat
differently distrlbuted from the ones reported prevlously, in
the most frequent lexemes list included in the Appendix.
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WORDS SLEEP BLUE DAY LOVE EARTH LONG KNOW
WATER DARKNESS SEA PAST GaD CaMES
We already published elsewhere in (1) and (6) select concor-
dances based on the two most recurring and conspicuous images
in Webb's poetry as a whole. that is LIGHT and SUN.
The usual algorithms for context generation in a concordance
are based on grammatical or morphologieal grounds. We had to
account for a remarkable numbel' of types which were not
merely infIected forms. but entirely new compound words and
neologisms. sometimes hyphenated. sometimes just one word.
with the same stem. Thus we created a new algorithm. more
adequate for scanning poetic texts. which are lexically much
richer than corn mon colloquial or written standard language.
This algorithm is based on keysmorphs and keyroots, a sort of
graphie lemmas , which enables the computer to Iist under the
same concordance ail types related to the derivational field
defined by the stem being processed. This field determines a
lexical environment which is both morphologically and seman-
tically representative.
For instance, with the keyroot LIGHT we retrieved successfully
the following types
LIGHT'S LIGHTS LIGHTENS LIGHTED LIGHTENED LIGHT-
ING LIGHTNINGS LIGHTINING LIGHTNING'S LIGHTNINGS
LIGHTHOUSE LIGHT-YEAR LIGHT-YEARS LIGHTHOUSE-
TOWERS
\Vith the keymorph -LIGHT we retrieved the following compound
words :
HEADLIGHT CANDLELIGHT FIRELIGHT SEARCHLIGHT
RUHSLIGHT EARTHLIGHT TWILIGHT MOONLIGHT SUN-
LIGHT DA\VNLIGHT LAMPLIGHT STARLIGHT GASLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT DAYLIGHT RIDING-LIGHT.
\Vhereas for the keyroot SUN, we got the following IIst :
SUNBURNT SUNBURST SUNLIGHT SUNLIT SUNNIER
SUNRISE SUNROADS SUNSET SUNSETS SUNSHINE
SUNSTONE SUNWALLS SUNWARD SUN-BLINDING SUN-
COLUMN SUN-DISC SUN-GUIDED SUNS SUN'S SUNLESS.
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No keymorph wlth -SUN exists in Webb's lexis. In both exam-
pies, the range of associations we set in is very high, and the
number of contexts generated very Interestlng and wholly
inclusive as to the image under study.
In fact, if we relied on the available vocabulary - the American
Norm of the Brown Corpus - for building up our derivatlonal
field wlth inf1ected forms, we would have come up with a much
poorer result, since we soon realized that the latter is by far
lexically inferior to the active vocabulary used by Webb. For
instance we compared the keyroot MOON in Webb's corpus wlth
the Am. Norm's and we got the following results :
W. CORPUS: MOONBOWL MOONING MOONLIGHT MOONRAY
MOONRISE MOONS MOONSHINE MOONWARD MOON-COURSES
MOON-EYED MOON-FACED MOON-LEVEE MOON-PULSE
MOON-STARTS MOON-SWOLLEN MOON'S
AM. NORM: MOON-DRENCHED MOON-FACED MOON-ROUND
MOON-SPASHED MOON-WASHED MOONCURSERS MOONLIGHT
MOONLIKE MOONLIT MOONS MOONTRACK.
wlth a total of 12 types.
III. Statlstlcal analysls
ln order to better grasp vocabulary rlchness and how it Is
dlstl'ibuted in Webb's ovel'all poetic work, we decided to inspect
more closely rare words usage and dispersion, We consequently
split hls poetlc corpus into six Phases or chronologieal periods
corresponding roughly to major publication dates of his books of
vel'se. The six subgroups, subdivisions or samples contain fOl'
statistical purposes an even number of occurrences, i. e. 10540
tokens each, the sixth being constltuted of 10538 tokens. We
performed multiple frequency and alphabetlcal lists and a lot
more information was now available to us. We considered at first
New or once words, that Is words appearing only in one phase,
a category consisting mainly of hapax legomena, but Including
also types with higher frequency. The results are shown ln
Table III where we display distribution and percent values of
New Words in each phase (10, 11).
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As shown. in Phase IV we have a remarkable deerease in the
amount of new words introdueed. whereas in Phase V the
inerease is even superior to Phase 1; the remaining Phases are
adequately balaneed. Deviations ln Phase IV and V will be
dlseussed in more detail further on : they are apparent also
from the number of Types in both Phases. 3096 for Phase IV
and 3626 for Phase V. Generally speaking. Phase IV deviatlng
values ean be aseribed to the peculiar internai structure of
most poems it Includes. which both lexically and synthaetically
speaking have a highly iterative and redundant vocabulary.
IVe wanted then to aeeount for the bivalent nature of Rare
words. which can be regarded both as types and as tokens. IVe
arranged in a table all statisties related to the following word
categories :
HAPAX LEGOMENA : that is words appearlng only once in the
total corpus taken as a whole;
HAPAX SUBGROUPS : words appearing once in eaeh subdivision
or sample : these are not necessarily Hapax legomena or
they are spurious ones; they belong. broadly speaking. to
the category of Rare IVords.
A IVORDS or NEIV IVORDS : once words or words used only in
one subgroup : they inelude all pure Hapax and all words
oecurring in one subgroup only. These can easily be
detected by looking at the dispersion list. sinee their
dispersion coefficient is equal to zero.
TYPES and TYPES SUBGROUP : the latter are such relatively
speaklng. i. e. only for eaeh separate subdivision.
AB and ABC words : are words appearing only in two and
three subgroups. respectively. dlsregarding the number of
tokens related to each type; whereas
REPEATED DIS and TRISLEGOMENA : are actually types with
frequency two and three. but taken as tokens. that is
located and indlvlduated in the subgroup of occurrence.
DIS and TRISLEGOMENA : types with freq\leney two and three.
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RARE IVORDS : a word category derived from the summing up
of ail pure Hapax. Dis and Trislegomena.
HIGH FREQUENCY words : types with frequency higher than
three.
ln order to get proper figures for Repeated words categories
and AB· and ABC words categories we arranged in a combination
table or contingency table Phases in six rows. and combinations
in columns for ail possible combined occurrence. and we subse-
quently noted in each slot the number of occurrence of each
words category in each phase. Combinations were computed
according to the formulae : (7).
II. C2 -L yielding 15. fOl' Dislegomena and AB6 21 41 words
Ill. C3 6 yieldings 35 for Trislegomena and ABC6 ~ 31 (6-3)1
words
Thanks to our multiple frequency list computer program we
could sort words according to phase of occurrence and we could
rank them accordingly : in this way we got a list where words
with frequency 2 and 3 appearing only in one phase were
followed by words with frequency 2 and 3 occurring in phase 1
and 2. than 1 and 3 and so on. Location mal'kers inserted
previously while producing alphabetical lists for each separate
subgroup. enabled us to assign unequivocally word category to
one or the other subgroup.
Herdan's Vocabulary Random Partitioning Function (8) afforded
us a statistical tool which was not fitted to account for comples
variables: as a matter of fact. Herdan's function handles
vocabulary items according to a statistical conceptual model
which deals with one variable at a time. ln particular. words
are subdivided into categories according to whether they appeal'
in one two three etc. subdivisions or samples. or they appear
in ail samples once twice three times etc. IVe wanted to couple
these two variables. word category and occurrence in samples.
so that peculiarities related to lower or higher sections of
vocabulary could be adequately highlighted by statistical count.
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Table IV uses the same labels as Herdan's but conveys a more
restricted kind of information. We used this Table to note down
ail repeated occurrence of the category of words under study.
Combination cell n.l accounts for AB and ABC words, or Rep.
Dis and Tris legomena appearing in the same sample only; cells
from 2 to 16 included are l'eferred only to AB and Rep.-
Dislegomena, the remaining cells apply to AB C and Rep.
Trislegomena. For instance, we got 117 Dislegomena appearing
in Phase 1 and 2, we thus marked 117 both in A and B slots of
combination column 2. At the end we summed up ail repeated
occurrences for each Phase and we got the total sum which we
reported in the statistical tables in the Appendix in order to
produce ail requlred statistics.
This same table. for computation reasons, can be reduced to
the following more simple one :
PHASE 1 II III IV V VI
1 145 103 78 64 98 99
2 117 117 83 67 107 100
3 83 102 102 88 104 68
4 67 88 76 76 88 72
5 107 104 88 102 102 93
6 100 68 72 93 107 107




This table has been used to count Repeated Dislegomena; red
figures account for pure Dislegomena and separates within the
table pure from repeated slots.
A similar but more complex table could also be produced for
Trislegomena or ABC; we report here the table related to
Trislegomena.
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PHASE : l II III IV V VI
1 21 15 11 15 19 13 94 Abc
2 56 56 29 21 39 40
3 29 27 27 18 16 19
4 21 26 29 18 11 16
5 39 28 26 25 17 10
6 40 37 17 16 37 21 450 ABc
7 27 27 26 28 37
8 18 18 18 19 15
9 16 11 17 19 17
10 19 16 10 21 13
11 18 29 26 17
12 19 19 27 18
13 15 17 13 22
14 27 25 16
15 18 22 21
16 21 37 365 ABC
Total 379 370 330 315 360 332 909 Tris
IVe report in table V. a summary of a11 statistics derived from
tables included in the Appendix and related to our combinatol'Y
counts. IVeighted parameters are computed on the basis of total
types for each phase or subgl'oups.
TABLE V : Deviations about the mean and variation coefficients
WORD CATEG. PHASE WITH HIGIIPHASE WITH LOW ST .DEV. VARIATION COEF.
DEVIATIONS DEVIATIONS
NORM. WEIGH. NORM. WEIGH. NORM. WEIGH.
HYPH.WORDS 3 3 6 6 35.76 .3311 .8163
HIGII FREQ. 6 5 6 5 100.95 .2809 .6400
DISLEGOMENA 1 1 4 4 56.95 .1197 .4332
NEW WORDS/A W. 1 1 4 4 147.32 .1190 .4325
HAPAXLEGOMENA 5 5 6 4 127.35 .1146 .4208
REP.DISLEG. 1 1 4 4 72.74 .1113 .4103
TRISLEGOMENA 2 2 6 6 19.17 .1095 .3971
HAPAX SUBGR. 5 5 6 4 220.28 .0927 .3676
RARE WORDS 1 1 6 4 277.07 .0915 .3690
REP.TRISLEG. 1 1 4 4 40.65 .0894 .3605
AB WORDS 1 1 3 3 50.27 .0729 .3227
ABG WORDS 2 2 4 4 18.46 .0425 .2204
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High and Low Deviations refer to highest and lowest deviations
about the mean as computed from absolute and weighted values
fol' each word category. Variation coefficient has been computed
according to the formula : (l0. 11),
IV. V, C. =..ê....; where s is the standard deviation
x x and x the mean value of x.
F,'om Table V, we can now draw comparisons both on the
amount of deviation present in each Phase and on the kind of
this deviation, and we can relate deviations to word category.
Fol' instance we can notice that Phase 1 and V are those with
highest positive deviations; Phase IV and VI are those with
lowest negative deviations, and Phase Il and III are, compara-
tively, those with figures closest to the mean, By comparing
variation coefficients - WOl'd categories have been Iisted accord-
ingly - we can tell what category has been used more 01' less
consistently throughout Webb's poetic career. Variation coeffi-
cients increase with the rise of mobility in each sample of the
category under study; thus. we can affirm that words with
higher semantic content are better distributed and used, excep-
tion made fol' hyphenated words. than function words 01' high
frequency words.
So far. we have assumed absolute values as a significant para-
meter fOl' lexical items in a text. In fact, if we want to know
accurately what words have been used more frequently and
represent the most conspicuous part of a poet's lexis, we would
need a relative measure of usage. This is what dispersion and
usage coefficients tell us, In order to ovel'come discrepancies
arising from rank order location determinated by absolute
frequency values, we built two other Iists where ordering is
determined by relative presence in the corpus. If we take fol'
instance the word 'CERLETTI" a proper noun. which has an
absolute frequency value of 25, it would rank 264 in the Fre-
quency List. In a Dispersion List, where items rank according
to dispersion coefficient. 01' in a Usage List where they rank
according both to dispersion and frequency, the same word,
which has been used 25 times but only in one subgroup, would
rank weil below 264 : in fact it ranks 1998 in both Dispersion
and Usage List.
In this way words with a high number of tokens but used only
in one 01' two subdivisions rank lower than words with the same
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number of tokens and used throughout the text. Bad or good
distribution decides thus for the relative importance of the
type. Types with fairly even distribution, that Is used contln-
uously, are g1ven a hlgher rank, hence more Importance from
the point of view of the poet's personal lexis, than words
present only in a pecullar poetlcal context. We Included ln the
appendix the flrst three pages of both Dispersion and Usage
Llsts, as weil as the last three pages of Dispersion so that
comparisons can easlly be drawn by the reader. Dispersion and
usage coefficients have been computed accordlng to the for-
mulae : (lO, 11)
V. DIS. :::: 1 _ V~ where V Is the Variation Coef.and n Is equal to 6
VI. usa. = F x D where Fare absolute frequencies
These two IIsts afford more adequate Information about lexical
usage than the Frequency List : as to crltical purposes, they
make available a unique tool to determine how and to what
degree the most consplcuous Images and symbols have been
used by a poet throughout his work.
To detect discrepancles between Usage and Frequency Llsts we
arranged ln a series of Tables the more consistent lexemes from
the Usage List by reporting them wlthout lemmatization, and
dlsregardlng functlon words - 1. e. we Included only verbs,
nouns and adjectives (for Instance, ALL Is not Included because
It Is a quantifier). Beslde each lexeme we noted both usage and
frequency rank order : rank distances smaller or equal to 1 are
marked by a dash; rank distances greater than 10 are marked
by a star. Only the fifty more used lexemes are reported. We
then spotted among less used lexemes a further series of Items
wlth rank distances hlgher than 10 or even hlgher than 100 :
we chose the 20 more meanlngful and Included them ln the same
Table.
Ail Items reported are more or less devlating, ln fact only ten
lexemes are marked by a dash.
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TABLE VI : Lexemes in freq. & usg. list and devlations
N. LEXEME USG. FREQ. N. LEXEME USG. FREQ.
1 - OLU 46 47 43 HAND 135 143
2 MAN 48 44 44
• MEN 138 161
3 - LIGHT 50 50 45 • LOOK 141 152
4 TIME 52 57 46 PEACE 142 147
5 - EYES 61 62 47 WORD 143 141
6 SUN 64 68 48 • THOUGHT 145 158
7 - COME 70 70 49 * WORLD 11,8 159
8 DEAD 71 73 50 • YELLOW 150 163
9 DEATH 73 77
10 - FACE 74 74 1 • SHADOW 183 169
11 HANDS 76 82 2 • DARK 186 165
12 LIFE 77 83 3 • PAIN 206 167
13 SEE 82 86 4 • HITLER 238 115
14 NIGHT 86 84 5 * BLOOD 244 188
15 GREY 88 94 6 * DOCTOR 249 151
16 - AIR 92 92 7 • WOMAN 257 193
17 WIND 93 101 8 '* MAN '5 265 345
18 WHITE 94 98 9 '* CROSS 273 214
19 GREEN 96 90 10 • JOY 277 241
20 • WORDS 97 78 11 • SOUL 362 255
21 SLEEP 98 100 12 • STEEL 365 257
22 BLUE 99 109 13 '* LORD 378 268
23 DAY 100 105 14 • LAUGHTER 381 280
24 LOVE 101 95 15 '* SIN 398 325
25 • EARTH 105 89 16 • HATRED 1054 404
26 LONG 106 112 17 • CRAZY 1131 858
27 - LAST 107 107 18 * WEEP 1370 939
28 -, KNOWN 112 III 19 • CHRIST 1449 1114
29 WATER 112 117 20 • MASK 1870 698
30 DARKNESS 116 122
31 SEA 117 121
32 • PAST 118 130
33 * GüD 121 106
34 DO 124 126
35 COMES 126 134
36 GO 127 138
37 - SKY 128 128
38 GOOD 129 135
39 - SAY 130 131
40 STONE 131 133
41 FACES 133 142
42 TELL 134 125
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Among the most deviatlng lexemes all zero dispersion items
appearlng at the end of both Dispersion and Usage List should
be Included. Deviations of usage versus frequency emphasize
the poet's preoccupations with key symbols and themes. ln fact,
the list l'eported ln Table VI. permits in a straightforward to
assign lexemes either to a restricted area of poetic creation, a
phase or a historie period in the poet's life; or to show that
they have been carried on and developed into a wider lexical
derivational field. In other words, ln the Table it is clearly
refiected how evenness of distribution has affected absolute
frequency ranks : thus, lexemes with high frequency values
but with a bad distribution have been demoted to lower rank
orders.
We shall give hereafter a still more accurate definitlon of rank
orders and of distribution by looking at first at the Dispersion
List. Here below we list the first 50 better distrlbuted lexemes
as derived from the Dispersion List.
A rather different account of the more meaningful lexical items
in Webb's corpus Is given by Table VII. As we already sald,
dispersion coefficient organizes rank order according to whether
a lexeme appears in all subgroups, and to the evenness of its
distribution. Whereas Usage List still gave a fairly high weight
to absolute frequency values, Dispersion List disregards abso-
lute frequency values and privileges lexemes appearing evenly
in all subgroups. Thus, lexemes appearing only in 5 or 4
subgroups are dramatically demoted in rank, and so are lexemes
with high frequency but with a somewhat uneven distribution.
For instance, the first two lexemes appear once in ail sub-
groups, have absolute frequency equal to 6, but have
dispersion coefficient equal to 1. This fact makes them rank
first. Clearly, there Is only a slight cort'espondance between
the first 50 lexemes of the Usage List and those of the
Dispersion List.
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TABLE VII The first 50 lexemes in the dispersion list.
N. LEXEHE DIS. N. LEXEHE DIS.
RANK RANK
1 CALLING 1 26 THING 66
2 SETTLE 2 27 VISION 67
3 TIHE 12 28 YELLOW 68
4 EVIL 13 29 FIRE 74
5 HAN 's 16 30 WIND 76
6 TREES 19 31 DEAD 77
7 HEAR 21 32 WAR 78
8 SUN 25 33 COHE 80
9 THINGS 26 34 HOON 81
10 HEN 30 35 TOWN 82
11 BLUE 31 36 WINDOW 85
12 GIVE 32 37 FISTS 87
13 EYE 40 38 HALL 88
14 GO 41 39 PAIR 90
15 LIFE 43 40 RAVENOUS 91
16 OPEN 44 41 ROLLED 92
17 PAST 45 42 SLEEPING 93
18 YEARS 46 43 TAKEN 95
19 LONG 47 44 COHES 101
20 RANDS 52 45 THUNDER 103
21 HOHE 53 46 DEATH 105
22 DAY 54 47 HEADS 106
23 NEED 59 48 LINES 107
24 LAUGH 63 49 OLD 108
25 HOHENT 64 50 STAR 110
In Dl'der to get a list of the more used and better distributed
lexemes we decided to readjust rank orders by applying to, or
rather by weighting. usage rank orders by dispersion rank
figures. In this way we get a usage list corrected by dispersion
rank orders : lexical items are no longer privileged by their
higher absolute frequency value, and a highel' weight is as-
signed to the evenness of distribution, while keeping adequately
into account their usage.
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TABLE VIII : The first 50 most used and better diatributed
lexemes.
N. LEXEME DIS. N. LEXEME DIS.
RANK RANK
1 TUlE 12 26 THOUGHT 139
2 SUN 25 27 WOR1O 142
3 MEN 30 28 DARKNESS 145
4 BLUE 31 29 SEE 150
5 GO 41 30 FACE 155
6 LIFE 43 31 KNOW 170
7 PAST 45 32 DO 172
8 LONG 47 33 WHITE 174
9 HANDS 52 34 SAY 175
10 DAY 54 35 RAND 176
11 YELLOW 68 36 LOOK 180
12 WIND 76 37 SKY 182
13 DEAD 77 38 SEA 193
14 COME 80 39 PEACE 243
15 COMES 101 40 AIR 258
16 DEATH 105 41 STOLE 269
17 010 108 42 NIGHT 291
18 EYES 117 43 LOVE 294
19 GOOD 118 44 GREEN 336
20 LIGHT 120 45 MAN 340
21 WATER 123 46 WORD 352
22 FACES 124 47 EARTH 534
23 GREY 129 48 GOD 566
24 LAST 135 49 TELL 576
25 SLEEP 136 50 WORDS 738
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IV. Conclusions
We presented sufflclent Information to prove that. from the data
collected, and notwlthstanding the 25 years or so that Webb
spent in and out of mental hospltals, his mind remalned as clear
as ever, at least untll he stopped his poetlc production. at the
end of the '60s, Secluded and eut off ft'om the social reallty he
was nonetheless surrounded by ln the world outside • and
treated by aimless and endless "therapies" (1), in the last
years of his life he turned from a search of balance in the
psychlc world of his ego into a search of spiritual light ln the
world of religion. He thus substltuted for his prevlous imagery,
an inventory of symbols and images taken from the religious
world, This fact is clearly borne out by the distribution of
lexemes l'eported in Table IX, here below. whlch have been
taken from the Usage list and lemmatlzed when necessary,
Rodolfo DELMüNTE
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TABLE IX Dish'ibution of main images in Webb's corpus.
LEXEME PH.I PH.II PH.III PH.IV PH.V PH.VI
1. SIN 0 1 3 5 7 9
CHRIST 0 0 1 1 0 4
CROSS 0 4 2 6 14 4
PAIN 0 3 4 5 15 11
DOCTOR 5 10 0 2 30 1
II. DARKNESS 11 10 7 10 14 3
SHADOW 15 14 5 3 16 2
NIGHT 23 13 14 27 16 9
SLEEP 6 II 13 13 17 6
III. 30Y 1 1 2 7 6 10
GaD 3 5 15 9 13 22
LIFE 17 12 10 16 8 16
SUN 12 17 17 21 21 15
LIGHT 22 17 10 25 25 35
LOVE 10 11 II 8 6 17
IV. DEATH 17 15 6 20 10 16
DEAD 13 19 12 13 11 24
DIE 9 9 6 11 9 5
V. HATE 5 4 2 3 1 8
HATRED 1 0 2 0 0 14
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Table of lexical comparison between Yeats and Webb based on
Q-Words
WEBB YEATS
, (I) QUACKSALVERING (I) QUARRlEO
2 QUALHS QUARR'i















,. QUICKSANDS (2) QUAFFED
19 QlHCKSILVER QUATTRO-CENTO
20 QUIETER QUEEN-I..'OHAN











JI QUOiRS QUI VER
32 (2) QUANTITY (') QUARRELS
33 QUARTER-HOUR QUESTIONING
34 QUEEN {S> QUALITY
3S QUEENS QUARREL
36 QUElleH QUARRE LING
31 QUERULOUS QUESTlONED
3. QUESTIONED (6) QUARTER
39 QUESTIONING QUEST


























( ) Figures between brBckets rafer to the frequency of occur-
rence of the followlng Items
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Table of lexical similarities for functlon words
AH. NORH WEBB YEATS
1 THE THE THE
2 OF OF AND
3 AND AND OF
4 TO A A
5 A IN THAT
6 IN TO l
7 THAT IS IN
8 IS l TO
9 WAS WITH HY
JO HE FOR ALL
11 FOR HIS HIS
12 IT YOU WITH
13 WITH HY FOR
14 AS THIS ON
15 HIS THAT BUT
16 ON ALL IS
17 BE ON HAVE
18 AT BUT OR
19 BY AT HE
20 l ARE HER
21 THIS AS YOU
22 HAD FROH IT
23 NOT IT FROH
24 ARE HE THEIR
25 BUT YOUR HAD
26 FROH OUR IlliEN
27 OR WE ARE
28 HAVE OR OLD
29 AN HAVE THEY
30 THEY LIKE AS
31 WHICH HE NOT
32 ONE BE NO
33 YOU NO BY
34 WERE ONE UPON
35 HER WILL WHAT
36 ALL NOT BE
37 SHE BY OUT
38 THERE THEY AT
39 WOULD OUT THERE
40 THEIR THEIR HE
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Table of lexical similarities for lexemes
AM. Nom F. WEBB W.B. HATS E. MoNtALE
1 SAlO HAN ""N VITA
2
'IAD' COME COME SAPERE3 ""N LIGUT OLO GIORNO, THIP. OLO LOVE I.UCE
5 YEARS TlHE CONE MARE
6 GO FACE lŒOW OMBRA
7 STATE ","DROS HEARl CIELO
8 SEE E'lES ""0' VOC,
9 !(NON HAND$ . SAlO CUORE
10 TAKI': SEE EYES SOLE
Il COME SUN TIIOUGUT ACQUA
12 USE!) KNOW SANG ARIA
13 OAY TIlOUGIIT DREAMS HANO
"
CIVE SAY LONG TfJlrQ
15 LONG DAY !lANDS LUNGO
16 TIIOUGHT 11INo THINes VEDERE
17 FOUND D'AU SAN VElHO
18 NAY GO CRlEn VOLO
19 GREAT DEATH WH/D FAR'
20 PEOPLE LUE HEARD FONDO
21 SEEHED LOVE GREAT PORTARE
22 GOOO GOO FOUND UOMO
23 lWRtD EARTH TIHE ALTO
"
LOOK STONE NICHT HONDO
25 WORK GREEN WORLO S'KA
26 GET WATER DAY TERRA
27 MANO AIR DIE ALBERO
28 LIFE LIVE SLEEP DISCENDERE
"
seNDOt GREY WOHAH Hl:'JlûRIA
30 THINes LONG GOO SOLO
31 PLACE LOOK MOON SUOIIO
32 LErT THING STARS FUOCO
33 TOLO STAR CIVE GIUNGERE
34 LAST TREF. SONe PASSARE
35 HIGH VOleE LIVE
36 CALLEO SEA YOUNG
31 HaUSE BLUE SEA
38 LATER LAST STOOD
39 AMERICAN DREAM LIGHT
'0 WORD 1llTLER BIROS
41 HOHE DARKNESS SOUL





45 ASKED GOOD TAKE
46 GROUP COLOUR BRHlG
47 PART DIE LOOK
48 GENERAL WOHAN KING
"
UNITED BIRD HAIR
'0 BEGAN PEACE TREt:
51 NUHBER COLD BODY
52 NAK DOCTOR WANDERING
53 KE~;P N'W WHITE
"
FACT IWRLD LAY
55 WATLR YELLOW SEEHED
"
PUBLIC DARK YEARS
57 FUT PAIN STONE,. FAR SltADOW CHILD
"
HEAD HtAD WORDS
60 WOMAN HOUR SUN
61 GOVERNHENT BRAIN WATER
62 SET SILVER LET
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CONTE US CONTAINHH3 TUf. J.40RPHEHE LIGHT
PHASE




HfR LüNEL y ',.lA TC/-! TO IŒtP.
SOfT RAYS or PUREST, FILTEREn LIGHT,
OILUT( THE l'IKY DFPTHS OF tHGHT,
CO'HE;(T$ Ftlt)'..U THE HULKS AT NOUHEA
? - 00ll? ()lIITS F!l$fD-'JlJT '3-()tjFS fil>:? THE C;CPEA~ql~G GULL Of THE l'lINO,
ùOt13 TI-l[t;(ILL l'l': '1O():·JLInHT, ?S-PHAPS A TRAVf.LLER.
























T\.l4T 5;JLL~N CLA'~G ••• CLï.'!G ••• r THOllGI-'T IT tlOULn DRIVE ME CRAZY.
••• NO'-] C:;H~(l:: TH;'T LFj\.H TO ;\ fLICKER.
SET Il ny ,. '·Hf:TE~ qorl'l. -.,;[ G(/ oiACK "lûW,
"fT {T ay A fll'lTER ïOO/!. ~E GO RACK IJOI'I,
CP~VE RIIT .0\ STfALTHY uran, PESIIPPECTIONISTS STEALING
THt>f'lHii 'IILL-Of-TliE-'JJr;p Mm FRAIL BLUE GLII-tS (IF fUNGUS,
"'ELL-NOTfO 1Y THE 5KI?0t::R. SLIGHT Tu MODERATE S€AS.
HEAftl'lG T('l~!APDS GAIJO. \.tl-lERE A WHIKING L '6HT
CUPVETS TO THE SHIPI<:; '..lf)Tlotl. ',JITH [ACH SLIfiHT
Tj-lE oFnCER l)~1 W.\TCH r.A7f.S A~Sf.NTLY QUT 9fNFATH
LA~-1PLIGHT THAT P[PPF.9S 1-1[5 FileE WITH CHA1lGltJG SCARS.
qy NO-., 'AOST PA<;SEf-Jr1~QC) "iLEEP 011 THE LY-EF.- .... OOU.
COHTE',(lc;; F~Oll: .INTRODUCTION IN A WAX .. WORKS*
~iOTICE !-lIe:; s,OtJLDrR~ FLlOJCHINr., f)PAWHIG AWAY
AS JF THEY SHPI\fIK Ç'')I)J! .... FP.EEZIHG !lOUCHE OF LIGHT.




FQOT5T[PC:;. oh'lD lIJtlillOIJC) VIS,IOi-j"i FLOIiERIN(l.
FPOlt THE DAlIl\'. Sr::.:EDL'::"i<; GRO!Jr.!O. THE INSANE: FllRY Of J>lOONLIGHT.












O~ THE HARD GLAlf OF THt:: f>GAlh FORw/l.RO, GACK;
LIGHT 0LAYH!r, on LIGHT, <\5 CATARACT
TÔPPLPiG or~ -,JATER. <\ sLP"nEp. fUSELAGE
CONTEXTe; F;lO~q NIGHT SWI~HING
NO OEEP liRO·... L I!~ THE '~4R1-l, 'RACK THPOAT OF UIGHTI
THE SEAPCHLIGHT ORF.AH5 O~l 1\ RIPPLE. LITHE BOOIES, OASHI"'G,
Kr/IFE THE CLEAR HOOfILIG.HT. LIKE COLUHNS CRAS~INl';t
THE SEARCHLI'3HT OPF.:A'IS ON A fHPPLE. LITI-tf. BOOIES, OASHING,
KtnFE THE CLEAJl MOONLIGHT. LIKE COLUI-INS CRASI1ING,
THE WHIPPf.D SPRAYS CRUH9LE TU A POWOERY FROTH.
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r:O~HE:<TS FR01-l: CAP AND BELLS
A TRACE OF THf DLO L()Nf.LlNfSS IiERE PJ THIS CROWOED TRAINI
'"sYll.f. FAP RElÛ'tl !Œ. EAC~ IlAKED UOHT TRAIls A SAfiRf
f\F BLUE STEEL OVER THE GPAvE GREAT PEACE Of THE HAfH30UR.
CONTEXTS FRO~f COHPLIHENT~ Of THE AUDIENCE
THAN THE GOLO Atm HOROCCO FOR OPULENT HALf A GUINEA.
LIGHT OIlT- \olE ARE RfAOY. sa MANY GAPING WOUNDS
FOR THE CRUOE APPLICATION OF SALT, OR A HALTfO MORPHINE.
CONTEXTS FRO~: THE MOUNTAINS
THAT ~IlO ~OTE OF OUR ONSET Ta TWIST ALONG
PATHS OF THE WOUNOEO LIGHT, AND VEER ABOUT
THE "'OWlTAINS WITH ~RUliTED "lU~9LINGS OF A GONG.
CO"HEXTS F90H: MIDDLE HARBOUR
vou SPEAY- OF COLOUR- HEP.F.IS ~HERE ALl COLOUR SLEfPS
"JSTEO FiY THE nREATHING OF W(OOEO DIMNESS ANO LIGHT.
FACH POl SEO DAP TRAILS Ils PHOS~HORESCENT fEATHfR.
COtlTEXT<; fPO~l: AN DLD RECORD
STILL CAPFLfSS If tlLL IT FINOS !::lE A STONE 1ft THE ~iATER.
IN TJ..lIS POt-!OERI"la LJGHT Of! THE SIfAt:fN YELLo\o! flfACH
1 FI"!GEQ A S,l,lVAGE-SIiREI1. pLElICHED i'lAXElf SHF.LL
r.ONTEXT~ FRO~: BRIOGEHEAO
F.I.IPHATIC' AHD l''J ()/JE OIPECTIIHJ HEAr)ED FROM THf SEAI
lJo')J'.'f.: "-'ARr.ED THE STEALTHY 8PIOGEHEAO- THERE WAS NO LIGHT
FI)P THE C'ONF1)SIOIl OF 5UCl-l Ml ENEHYJ
S\oIIt.GINf- AGAPIST THE BATTF.RING LEAGUES OF S[.l1?
THAT l)t/AJ<HJ":l LIGHT PlAYEO ZIGZAG TRICKS AROlJNO
OUP SHoTWG BRIDG[S ()F sJGHT AND SAtJITYI
COIJTEXTS Fr?OI·I: AT TWOfOLD BAY
t.~AtHI'm n~J LIGHT'HIlGtS spr.llWj. Af,D ROTTEI. STICK,
Mlf) Hilr.r AGAIllST THE: STO,?~I THE DLD FlOY() lIGt-fT,
~LI:'iOEO M'~ HOLlOUED AtlO CRIPPLEO, HUrnS fOR HOME.
((l'':T01S FPm!: A ORUH fOR BEN BOYD
?AUTHOPtS PP')lOGlIf
U(;HT ÙllAh"fS OVER THF: C:JTY. C{l~JTF.ACTS. f)RIVES mil
Tf-lE ·WJO:(j..:J11r. kll~ STI~ OF ·'1)5IC- P.~FFLING ~USIC,
Tj..j/lT TH: GJA/liS OF THE P/!ST GIRù O~J FOPGOTTF.N POWER.
l'l T~IS (:F<A7.Y '<lAIIDnHI!G LIr-HT ThAT THE loII1~DIS PliLSE
Fl l CKS ()I! A:'W OFF, '.;HE! 1 THE LAMPS Afju THE EN(l OF THE. sTREE T
THIS IS HIC; \o;OPLO 1.10\.'_ 0"[ TH(lUGHl'S A OPl,"" FOR 8EN NOYO.
THIS rs HIS LIFE: THE CHIJRNEfJ-UP LlGHT ANO niE OUST.
., TATH:RED SCRAP OF LIFE III THE CUflIClES
RP.ISTlES ~'Ill-i KIIGTS OF fLAI-!E AN[) POHITS AND VIOLENCE,
4N EYERAlL r,LARES LIKE 4 SOVEREIGN Ay CANDLELIGHTI
I)R A FI'U:lJ CAllOE EnOIEs, MIn Ils PROW SNAPS UPWlIRD
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RUT AS A SHADOw AT THE f\ 1 ST AIH END
OF A TUtl~lfL OF SUf~LlGHH fOR HIS lAST OFFICE
A COUPLE Of SHOTS pA.PPEr OUT LlKE SHARP COMt-lANOS 1
PHASE 4
CONT~XTS FROM: sacRATES
ltNO NEXT THE FACES, THF TO'JGUES OF lOVf, ALL, ALL
"'JTHDR,1,~ INTÛ STIlUlESS. APE fLlOEO AY A OARKNESS.
0TIGHT TO THE flREAST OF COlO n/lPK UPRIGHT IHGHT
C()~lTEXT5 F~O'·1l FROM THE COLO
~()VF.P Of ;:111l0_Fl)RI·l Hl BIlOK[f'.1 \-IEATHEP le; ANCIENT FAITH:
Il SEr::'JS- OF ,1, ~UC\-.l'JESS '.oITH S\Jof. ~f~ITE HAGOARO SfLF-QIJE'5T10'HNGS.
ALl i)UESTlm" l'lf)f.FD, SP;CE "-Tl,\l'TIC AW) GULF STREAH df."AN.
!>0EV U?I")"' PIlt;PI','.\l';E. f,\C;T,,/,\pn. l-'OIH'Uf< THIS ~I<'v.
f\AOl\tiES" 1$ p.,,: q('lLÎI~" Î.lJl01/p, AT Tt-'f ,100T ,)F /ILL MEl~I)RY.
.... r: l'MC;)l/t:''j;$ plr TAîLëT .,t:" nAPl<i,!'S,S. Tt-' .... T rs THE lAhOUR OF llC>HT:
nAD,,~'f:;<: 1<; TU':: êj,·.ll,\~, r.(,L(JIP, ,\T TI-l~ POOT OF ALl !"t:,,",ÛRY.
I-It:" 11~r.i)vF:)5 Pi~ TA:lL~T OF Ot<Rl(.-,;:<;S, TH~I 15 THE lt;'OUI-' OF lIOI-tT:
Mm '-Jr:. 'il'" ;>i.RK'·lEse;. le; :)IsEH,
H~ lH'C~\I::-"<; THE T;'F.lFT 1~ DAPVt;fS~, Tt'lhT 15 THf lABOllk OF LIGHT:
,'.IJO l-W. il~ r.,APIO":'::SS. !S f'ISEII.
TI-l~ t:oAC'<f!PUP {lf'ilES IlS, ~Ill ADVfPTISE
fifV{lT['l <;[;)EI'[ :mITF.'IF.<:;<:; or A l'"LfdEP
T0 A CO~'(;EPIES 'AU EVfS /lNO }'OOTAl 'lREATH)
OF' suaLf GO$SIO FPn'1 PfTilfE'J THE TF.f:TH
TI) Q0LL 'IPO~·I THE Tfl'J'iUf Î1~1 ICE_CofA'" \oIOROLES5tlESS.
I-lltP!1LV (lllp DAV I~I T'If CI}l)I·;TRY. T"'rS -UlIlfSS
YITH <)1401HED PPIT MI[) PWT OF sIlOIT ORFAMlrlfl..
SO, Flf)'~Fï-l:. EU?'!! l'l hlL '~"'IT(r'~ESe; AS TI-;f SEF'lINC>.
11)'PE~L M!;'} flEt..~, 1<F."IF,\Tl-l YOLIP PilI~ITEO :';1JIJ.
flP ~ÇTTF'O, ';-IITH THIS I-<UI'I\I:Isr 1~1 ULUE
4Ll con<;CIO"$tl[SS IS :'l~~LY Et'(;I~Il; THP-OU(,I--i,
HE OOTi':o::. 011 .\. D(llL, ,1": GI:;r.U: AT "ifS EP?'f)P
ÇQtJTEXTS f::?O"': BEESTON REGIS
F.VFR HIS T:-l:".,IC ;;:.l:' ... T:.JH-'t';.
1100'I~O'il. E;'!:1THlI(;HI no T'lO. AND E"JTIPE nAPKNESS,
AND THE qE.>IITY f)F T!-lC:: PÎlSS!t·,("
WAllS. \'AtJKIf/D. Yf.S. SO~'ETHIr\G Of HuNGRY EMU""
""ElT HlTO f;VEPLASTI1H1'JESC;, WHICH IS THIs HOUP.
lU THE API'5H~G IS THE CAL VARY.
cornEXTC; fROI~: FIYE OAYS DtD
TO BLOWtJ STRA'rl \>lAS GIVEN
4Ll THE FUllNrss or Hf.AVfN.
THf TIln. ~IOT THE pIIlEUSf.,
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HON0UP CLOSE TO OEHT~.
o IëTfPUt.L T~lITHfUU;ESSt f"IOVE t








Tl-lfFI ORJ'iI!J (lq f'fSTII~Y. fOR OUR hOPJZOIJ .MHl THE St;y
TPfI):.l.lF H~Gl::TI-<ER II' !1"~EPSY eOthIU"'JI>L ;:HITfNFSS.
$0 I-'Y Ljl~JlfSS "'ORrls (1 SPfH fIGlIRI>TIV[lYI ~OVE"O THE Df.SERT,
AS A TRAIN Of CA~ELS WAK[N
1 DO I\tlOW THAT 'oiE COllln NfVfR EXCHt>tJGE WORDS
(~UT THE TlNKlE Alm PSAL'~ Of RUBFiIIJG HAR'ŒSS SO"lETIHES
IIPON t-Iy WOPD AtIO HlAGE BlOWING fJROWSILY ••• ?}.
t·'EV'-""P (lI! [ilPTH HAS " HIIJI) SPf\YEI, THil':'.
T4AT THf t.l0aF'-<Es~ f}'-"" VOIJO (ITHE;:I LIFE
l't~ f"llJT Of THIS HOUP. IUIVf. HU8j-ilJ~', HuESCA.
FTsH AI,.n fOP flM~IIIr; :tPFP'q T"'EI;f LIES THE WFLl,
P1JP 1 Ty. ('l'OllIESS. $H~OO~.'1
r,ULlS <;ll DVJ:Y "'Y Tf"lAfJE. CHAHTI'I(.< MW PE[RING.
~E ST!tNr,S COtJfROQT11-1r, Tf'lE ;';Ol!hl /ltif) DEATH IN !-'Y HANO.
':0 ~'I)~OC: '1ET'~fEq US. 1 SAy, FOR VOU J.PE THE Lor~El INESS.
'.v I-'O~lr:. VOU "RE THE BPOAO LI GI-lT ALL ABOUT MI'.::
~IUAT ARF YOU TO TEll US 'rlHO HJlVE (>IVEII 50 HUCH Of L1FE
fOR A DAPI\NESS?
PfTEP. SEE "'HAT Il IS 1 HOLO IN ,llV t-fAND:
~~lC(l:~f!' ;-\~ J-.jf}uE I.r:; ~"',(l':; f"'P/,~;T C.-1IlP.
~'Ilf) F.ff>~T FU,l/PfO LflliF:LII-!ESS. nELIGHT.
J f-JAVf I.ffT THEJR H~)USE"S. lJOICEC:. GÛ"-1I!diS. wARS
f>. ""fC/I'JT LIVfS TH,-""P,:," , ',I.IlTCHIli(, OtllV THE TREES
1'1 T"lE]ll CC'jCljDISCF'lT r,':lF"Y ;JAYF']11ESS [VERY liIIHEP.
P,,:"QH/oP<;. uy lOPf). vou SH0IJL[l <:;T'iY, LET THE liOOR5 COME.
I~! HOpnf~ OF" THOUSI..tInS TI-1EY (.fl~'r. 0 \-;/'''AT A GlORIOUS DAY:
T4[ SIl'IIS '-liJGE FAr;[ IS f,Ll :. "-TLflNf5S FOP HUESCA.
(~C4I~f ~. ~ PfLL~)
Hf)QSE\·~t!. C;ùLf'IFP. itlc;.1-.1 pnTrST. T;;>D... DLE (Hl THE It!ALLS.
Ut;HT IS THt CfI;r?[ (IF" (lUR r'f..... j<tlESS. 1 AI~ TO TELL YOl!
OF ALL L]G~T. All l~VE. FJ.ST Ta THE CROSS ANO qLfE~INûl
CO'HEJ<TS f;lO'·I: THE CHALICE
COnTF:XTS FROH: HOSPITAL NIGHT
V(l'~Af\.'. Ll3HTS OUT 1'·1 THf GARO,,",,'. ANf) THE EXHAUSTED ANGEL
LOLLP!3 TIl J.I~pnfS5. lf'1"lF"J,J \lITH l"lARKt;ESS. loII>TCHES.
f) I<::'ÇOtI50U. TE PfVf.P 1E oF" S IREtiS:
TPEf5, OC/Ajo.·tJ UP, PIISTLE FORIJMW ItI THE STEEP TII-lE OF GlOAMINGI
CPlIPE r.RfPI lAROU~St GAT4fpS JTSELF TO " OARKtlESS, DREAMING
OF PERISHEO ICE-WORLO S~~MERSt ~IRDS Ff~t UNWIELOY, TAME.
127 - 05195 fPO~ THf AED Of THE SICK CHIlD HE eOMES, FROM AllEYWAYS
Of THE P05SE~SEO.
At~n Tl-lIS ','0 1-1':'7" '-tE $!.i.3.lL <;prAI' 'ilS Pll~LIÇ PEPVfIJS[l-ifSS.
TI-lf l:<IG STOi!': III 'lY .-tA!,() ~'ILL FLY 5HPO'flLY, 1 ASSUPE VOU.
0!"lQ6
051<"<7
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Of PEPI~HEO ICE-WORLD ~U~MERS. 8IROS fEW, UNWIELOY, TAME.
OI'lPKNE"SS I~ AsTIR, PO/JOEPING, TOUCH!NG
KINSHIP VITH THE flRST OARK Hl A TRUNK'S CROtICHlNG.
KI!lSHIP ~ITH THE FIqST DARK IN A TRUNKIS CROUCIHhG.
OARKNESS LAYS CLAIM
TO THAT VAGUE HREATH-LAflf)UP: OF A CENTUHY, HY tlA/-lE.
FOR THE"f. ISLED llrON TII-lE, APt f'UR"'!lJP.ING. ""URHlIRING [VER
flF GOOI) OH [VIL 9ECOHIUr, A OAPK~;ESSI RUT Nf VER
~bDyr~, T~AT ~TA~.
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RANI< VORO DISTRIBUTION 1 Il III IV V VI TOT OlS USO
1765 TEMPLE 0 ~. 0 6 0 1 9 .362 .033
1766 CURPENT 4 0 0 0 3 0 T .358 .025
1767 HEAN 0 0 4 3 0 0 7 .350 ~025
1768 usro 0 0 3 4 0 0 7 .358 .025
1769 ACREs 0 0 0 2 3 0 S .349 .017
1770 ARGUE 0 0 0 2 3 0 5 .349 .017
177) ROTTLE ? 0 3 0 0 0 5 .349 .017
177? CAlJGHT 3 0 0 0 ? 0 5 .349 .017
1773 CYM./JOE 0 0 2 3 0 0 5 .349 .011
1774 FA'HU AR 0 ? J 0 0 0 5 .349 .1) 17
1771:\ FATE 3 2 0 0 0 0 5 .349 .011
1716 FIGtfT 0 3 0 ? 0 0 5 .349 .0)1
1177 rLv 0 0 0 3 ? 0 5 •.14Q .1l17
177R HETL (, n 3 ? 0 0 5 • .144 .017
1779 LI'~a 0 ? 0 3 0 0 5 .349 .017
171\0 LUlL 0 3 ,) 0 ? 0 5 .349 .017
1781 H6.TE , 3 2 0 , 0 5 .349 .017
17A? !AOTJON 1 1
"
0 7 1 10 .349 .035
1783 I.JOTE 3 0 0 0 , 2 5 .349 .017
17M PADDOCK 0 , 2 , ., 3 5 .349 .017




0 5 .34Q .017





, 2 0 5 .3"~ • 017
PRA PF:TiJRI~IIJG 0 1 l 7 1 0 h' • .14<1 .O3~
17A9 SATUPDAY 3
"
? 0 , 0 5 .349 .011
179 Il SEAIS 3 2 , , n , 5 .349 .017
17<:11 SKWNY 0 0 ? 0 3 0 5 .349 .017
l1Q? SLv , 2 0 0 , 3 5 .34Q .017
179.1 SPliTING 3 ,} 0 0 ? , 5 .349 .017
}794 STIRRUP n 3 2 0 0 0 5 .349 .017
1195 TWITCHING 3 0 0 0 0 ? 5 .349 .017
17911 WArnEO 0 0 3 2 0 0 5 .349 .017
1197 WH>\lER 2 0 0 0 3 , 5 .349 .017
1198 WIr 0 ? 3 , 0 0 5 .349 .017
1?99 \JOPI<S 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 .349 .017
lRl)1) 1-fJ/~I~LfR 0 0 R
"
0 0 13 .343 .045
1flO 1 ;,'[[P 0 0 5 0 0 3 0 .339 .027
Hill? AfllEVE 0
"
0 1 1 0 7 .321 .022
lA03 OOO~:.iAY 0 1 1 0 5 0 7 .32) .022
lA04 HF.ARTIS 5 1 0 0 0 1 7 .321 .022
1 AOS SAN['S 1 Û 0 1 5 0 7 .32) .022
lAo6 ARC 4 ? 0 0 0 , 6 .317 .019
IP.07 ATûM (, 0 ,) {, • 2 6 .317 .1l19
IA(l8 POWELS 0 0 0 Ù 4 2 6 .317 .019
1809 CArmlE 4 0 0 2 0 0 6 .317 • III ':1
IAIO DANCF: 0
"
0 0 ? 4 6 .317 .019
1811 DEVISE 0
"





0 0 12 .311 .0313
1813 fIll 0 2 0 0 0 4 6 .311 .019
181 4 fOOlS 4 0 0 0 2 0 6 .317 .019
1815 LEICHHAROT 3 6 0 0 0 0 9 .3)7 .029
lAl'" 41t~'JTFS 0 4 0 0 2 0 6 .3)1 .019
IB]1 SHAt:r;r 2 4 0 0 0 0 6 .317 .1l19
)A1A STATUE 0 4 2 0 0 0 6 .317 .019
lqJ9 SIlGA,,' 0 ? 0 0 4 0 6 .317 .019
IA?O wlEDEPSEHEI1 0 0 2 4 0 0 6 .3)7 .019
IA?l Ml 0 0 10 1 3 0 14 .31? .044
1~?2 HERR 0 0 3 7 0 0 10 • .<:>.96 .030
IA?3 LESS 2 1 12 0 0 1 16 .291 .047
1824 ADOlf 0 0 2 5 0 0 7 .28f. .020
lA25 Aur , 0 ? 5 0 0 7 .2A6 .020
182tl FUEHRER 0 , 10 4 0 0 1. .2At:> .040
1 A-?7 ·LEGS 0 0 0 , 0 2 7 .2Af> .020
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RANK VORO DISTRIBUTION 1 Il III IV V VI TOT DIS usa
1828 JEV 0 0 6 1 0 1 B .284 .023
1829 VOID 1 0 0 0 1 6 B ,284 .023
1830 A8S0LUTE 0 1 3 0 0 0 • .258 .0101831 ARt-lOUR 0 0 3 0 1 0 • ,258 .0101832 8EACHES 1 3 0 0 0 0 • ,258 .010
1833 BEGGED 0 1 0 0 0 3 • ,258 .010
lR3'" BIROIS 0 1 0 3 0 0 • .258 .010
1835 RlEACIiEo 3 1 0 0 0 0 • .258 ,010
1836 BRPIGS 6 0 2 0 0 0 • ,258 .0211837 BRUSHEO 0 0 3 1 0 0 • .258 .010}838 RUlK 0 0 0 3 0 1 • .258 ,010
IB3f) CANOLES 0 3 0 0 1 0 • ,258 ,010
lA40 CASTLE 0 0 0 0 3 1 • .?58 .010
1~41 CHALLENGf , 1 0 0 0 0 • .?5~ .010
1642 CHANGES 0 0 3 1 0 0 • .258 .0101843 CHRISTJ.4AS 0 0 3 1 0 0 • ,258 .010
1AH CLDSEO 0 3 0 0 1 0 • ,258 .010
1845 COLON V 3 0 0 0 1 0 • .258 .0101l~4" CORAL 0 0 0 3 1 0 • .258 • 01 0
1841 COUPLE 0 3 1 0 0 0 • .25A .010
lR4B CilO~~ 0 0 0 3 1 0 • .258 .010
11'149 OEAR 0 0 0 3 0 1 • .258 ,DIO
1850 OEOICATEO 0 0 1 0 3 0 • ,258 .010
lA51 DICE 0 0 0 1 3 0 • ,258 ,DIO
la52 DJSASTF.R 3 1 0 0 0 0 • .256 .010
11\53 DOUBLE 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .0101854 EMPIRE 0 0 1 3 0 0 • .258 .010
1855 FEARlESS 0 0 3 1 0 0 • ,258 .0101856 GATHEA,) 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .010
1857 GERHA~ 0 0 1 3 0 0 • .258 .010
1858 GLORJOUS 1 0 0 3 0 0 • .258 .0101859 GLUM 0 0 0 3 0 1 • .258 .010
1860 HERO 0 0 3 1 0 0 • .256 .010
1861 HEV 0 0 1 3 0 0 • .258 .010
1862 HOLOING 0 3 1 0 0 0 • .256 .010
1863 HOllUn 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .010
1864- INFANT 0 0 0 0 1 3 • .25R .010
1865 INSIOE 1 0 3 0 0 0 • .258 .010IBM_ IRONY 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .010
lA67 JAOfO 3 0 0 0 1 0 • .258 .010
la",A LEARN 0 1 0 0 3 0 • .258 .010lA6Q LfCTURING 0 0 0 3 0 1 • .2';8 .010
lA70 LOAM 0 0 0 3 0 1 • .25A .010
1871 LUCK 0 1 0 0 3 0 • .2")8 .010
1872 J,lAI~EO 0 0 1 0 3 0 • .258 .010
1873 HAP 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .010
1874 MI00AY 0 0 3 1 0 0 • .258 .0101875 MILO 0 0 0 3 1 0 • .258 .010
1876 MOVEI-4ENTS 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .0101817 MuNCH 0 0 0 0 3 1 • .258 .0101818 HURDEREO 3 0 0 1 0 0 • .258 .0101~1q ~nNE 0 0 1 3 0 0 • .258 .010
lafiO OCEA"lS 0 0 0 0 3 1 • .258 .010
lij81 OROERS 0 0 1 3 0 0 • .258 .010
1882 ORIGJNA.L 1 0 0 0 3 0 • .258 .010
latl3 ollTLINE 0 • 0 1 3 0 • .258 .01019A4 PIlLAIl 0 3 0 1 0 0 • .258 .0101885 POLJSl-{ 1 0 3 0 0 0 • .258 .01018A6 POLISHEO 1 3 0 0 0 0 • .258 .0101887 PIlESS 3 1 0 0 0 0 • .258 .01018AR RAOJANT 1 3 0 0 0 0 • .258 .010
1889 RELEO\SE 0 3 1 0 0 0 • .258 .010189n QEI-l'AINS 0 3 0 0 1 0 • .25A .010
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RANK WORD DISTRIBUTION 1 Il III IV V VI TOT OIS US.
1891 REVERIE • 0 3 1 0 0 4 .258 .010lAQ? RIBeONS 1 • 3 • • • 4 .?51l .01018Q3 RIBS 1 3 • 0 0 • 4 .l'SR .0101894 RISEs • 3 • • 1 0 4 .258 .n1018Q'; ROPES 1 3 • 0 • 0 4 .258 .01018Qj} RUI-(OURS 3 • • 1 0 • 4 .?~A .0101897 RUSS JA • 0 9 3 0 • 12 .7.')8 .0311MR SCP.AP 3 • • .' 1 • 4 .2'>B .olllIRQq SCPA'..ilED • 3 1 0 0 • 4 .?5f\ .010IQ(I(I SHPIFI( 3 • • • 1 • 4 • 20:; il. .010
19.1 SIMIU~ 1 • 3 • • • 4 .258 • a 10190? sorT: 3 • • • • 1 4 .258 .0101903 SPUNTEREO 3 1 • • • • 4 .258 .0101904 STAFf • 1 • 3 0 • 4 .25e. .010IQ05 STAIR 3 • • 1 0 • 4 .258 .0101Ql'l(, STPIOING 1 3 • 0 0 • 4 .7.58 .010l Qt)7 STURBORN • 3 1 0 0 • 4 .25fl. .0101Qf)R STU~Fll mil 3 • • 0 1 0 4 .2511 .nl0lQOQ SULLEN 3 ,) • 0 0 1 4 .25&. .010l Ql1"1 TEAQ • 1 • • • 3 4 .25R •a1a
JCn 1 TI-/::)U • Û 3 0 0 1 4 .2~fl .010l'H~ TIlil',.G • 3 0 • 1 • 4 .20:;R .0)0IQD TRAIlS 3 • 0 0 0 1 4 .l'iB .010IQ}4 TRIcKlE 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 .25~ .010
IQI'} TRICKS 3 0 • • 0 1 4 .256 .0101Q1Il utlBOUllD • • 1 • 3 • 4 .258 .0101Q17 iJIIGAJ!~LY 0 0 0 1 3 0 4 .2SEI .010
1C1IA VALUE • 0 1 • 3 0 4 .2SB .0101919 VILLAGES 0 1 • 3 0 0 4 .258 .010IQ70 WAKING • 0 1 3 0 • 4 .258 .0101Q?l ."ANTS • 0 3 1 • • 4 .2t;e .01019?? WEATHERCOCK • 0 1 3 0 • 4 .25B .010ICl23 WEAVES 0 0 • • 1 3 4 .258 .0101924 WHETHER 0 3 • • • 1 4 .25R .010ICl25 WHIP 3 0 1 • • 0 4 .258 .010ICI?(, FOLLO'JS • 1 0 1 • 7 9 .250; .02319?7 Of. 0 • 0 7 2 • 9 .235 .02119?A HOT 1 • • • 1 8 1. .23) .02319?Q HWOnAL 1 0 • • 1 • 1. .231 .023IQ3!) ASS 0 0 4 1 • • 5 .215 .011lC1'H &f.GAN 0 • 0 4 1 0 , .215 .01119].? ROOKS 4 0 1 • 0 • , .21S .0111Q3J E\UTTo!~ 4 0 1 0 0 • , .21~ .011lQ~4 CRAWLING • • 1 • 4 0 5 .715 .011193<; ECHO ES 0 4 • • 0 1 5 .21'i .011193(, ENGROSSED • • • 4 0 1 5 .215 .0111937 EXOOlJS • • • 1 4 0 5 .21'1 .011P~38 fADING 4 • 0 • 1 • 5 .215 • (J II1939 fOURTH."" • • • 1 4 • 5 .215 .fll1lQ40 FRAGHENTS 4 1 • • 0 • 5 .215 • fi Ill~~l GE~H.ANY~ • • 8 2 • • 10 .215 .n?c1942-:-GRIEVINO • • • 1 4 • 5 .215 .0 )l1943 ~USBA.ND.;"- • 0 0 4 • 1 5 .215 • Il}1lQ44 Lr:GI~~S 1 0 0 • 4 • 5 .21~ .011l Q t.<; lY-ff_:"OOlj 4 1 • • • • 5 .21<; .011194;' ~~ERE 0 4 • 0 1 • 5 .?l" .011lC147 IHlL 0 0 • 1 4 • 5 .2)'1 .0Il194R HWCING 0 • 1 • 0 4 5 .215 .0111949 t-lDIi:ElL 0 • 2 • 0 0 1. .215 .O2<!lQc;n UEARER • 0 1 4 • 0 5 .715 .011!Qc;l aUESTIOIlS 4 0 • 0 0 1 5 .21~ .0111952 RADIO • 0 4 • 0 1 5 .215 .0111Qc;3 RIGTf) 4 1 0 • • 0 5 .215 .oU
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RANK WORO DISTRIBUTION 1 Il III Iv V VI TOT OlS uso
195. TOSS 0 0 0 1 0 • 5 .215 .011
1955 VIClous • 1 0 0 0 0 5 .215 .011)956 WENCK 0 0 • 1 0 0 5 .215 .0111957 soLlo 0 0 i 1 0 • 11 .211 .023
1958 HATREO 1 0 2 0 a .. IT .203 .035
1959 CHll-tE 0 0 0 5 • 1 ~ .184 .0111960 ORAI-tA 5 • 1 • • 0 ~ .184 .0111961 ILLNE:S5 0 • • • 5 1 ~ .184 .0111967 OuTW'ARO • 5 • 1 • • ~ .184
.Oll
J963 ROyAL 0 • 1 5 0 • 6 • J,lj4 .0lI,1964- TWINKLE • 0 1 • 5
'0 • .184 .011) 965 BOyD 1T 3 • • 0 0 2. .167 .033196& CHILD'S 1 • 0 0 0 6 T .160 .011)967 soTTO • • 2 • 12 • l' .160 .022) 968 Tlel< • 1 0 0 6 • T .160 .011)969 DINGO 0 1 • 0 • T ft .141 .0IlJ 970 HEIN • • T 1 0 0 8 .141 .011J 971 I)OI<TOR • a 1 8 • • • .127 .0111972 KOOKA8UQRA • • • • 1 a • .127 .0111973 LAWRENCE: • 1 • a 0 • • .127 .0111<,174 SIR..:N • a 1 a • 0 • .127 .011J 975 ""ASK 0 1 9 • • • l' .115 • 0111976 WORKJ.fAN • 0 a l' 2 • 21 .109 .0231971 RaDIS • 0 1 • a 10 11 .105 .0121978 UPRIGHT • a 1 1. 0 0 11 .105 .0121979 COCI( 0 0 • 0 1 h 15 .076 .0121980 PETER 0 0 0 15 1 0 16 .073 .012
)9al AGATE 0 0 0 • 0 0 60.000 0.0001982 ANUOUNCER 0 0 0 5 0 0 50.000 0.000
1983 ASSlsl 0 5 a 0 0 0 50.000 0.000
1984 ATARES 0 a • 6 0 0 60.000 0.0001985 AUOF.:BERT 0 0 a 11 • 0 llo.ooO 0.000)986 BAlANCEMWHEEl 0 0 a 0 • 0 40.000 0.000)987 AA,XTER 0 0 0 a 6 0 60.000 0.000
J9&8 BEN 5 0 0 a 0 0 50.000 0.000
1989 8IGGER a 0 a a 0 0 BO.OOO 0.000
)990 JJIGHT 0 a 0 a 5 a 50.000 0.000
1991 BLONDI a 0 a • a a 60.000 0.0001992 BOAROS 0 • 0 a a a 40.000 0.000
1993 ARO~NE a a a a a T 70.000 0.000
1994 iHWkgy a a a a a T 70.000 0.000
1995 AUSHIESs a a 5 0 a 0 so.ooo 0.000
1996 CAPElS a a a 5 a 0 50.000 0.000
1997 CARTIER a • a a 0 a 40.000 0.0001998 CE:RLET T1 a a 0 a 25 a 250.000 0.000
1999 CHALICE a a a 1. a 0 160.000 0.000
2000 Cl-IlOROFORM a a a a a • 60.000 0.000~nol ClEAvfS a • a 8 a a An.OOn 0.0007002 COAST • a 0 0 0 a 6n.ooo 0.0002:'103 COMPANy • a • 0 a a 40.00n 0.00021)04 coNCERT a 0 a a • • 40.000 o. 0002005 CONvulstO,,-, • a a a • a 40.noo 0.00020110 CORPORAL a a a 5 a a 50.00(1 0.000
2fl07 OANCINM a a 0 a • • 40.000 0.0002008 OOCTORS • a 0 a 5 0 50.000 0.000?'OOQ DuRIOUS • a a a • 0 40.000 0.0002010 EVA • a a 20 a 0 200.000 0.000
21111 FAME a a 0 0 • a 40.000 0.00020]2 FLICKER 5 a a a a 0 50.000 0.000
20)3 FONDLIN(;S a a 0 0 4 0 40.000 0.000
2014 FaSTEllis a a • a a a 40.000 0.000
20J5 FOWLER'S a a a a • a 40.000 0.0002016 f;ABO • a a 0 a a 40.000 0.000
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RANK WaRD DISTRIBUTION 1 Il III IV V VI TOT DIS USG
~017 GAP-TOOTHED • • 4 • • • 4 .000 0.0007.nlA GILRERT • 4 • • • • 4 .000 0.000201Q GOEBBELS • • 19 • • 0 19 .000 0.000?020 GOF.RItlG • • 17 • • • 17 .(100 0.000
?O?l (jQlrVES • • • 0 4 • 4 .000 0.000?n::'? HARPIES • • • • 4 0 4 .O{l(l 0.00020?1 HUESCA 0 • • 8 • 0 8 .000 0.000
,?O?4 ILL"5IOf~ 0 4 • 0 • • 4 .0(\0 0.000
20?5 IHHANEUCE • • • 8 • • • .000 0.0002026 INOOT5 • • • • 4 • 4 .000 0.000?'027 JEAU • • • 6 • • 6 .000 0.000?'Ot;>A JODL • • 0 9 • • 9 .000 0.00020?-9 KEITEL • • • •• • • 10 .000 0.0002030 LAQOUoS 0 • 0 4 • 0 4 .000 0.000
2/\31 LEAGUE 0 4 0 • • 0 4 .000 0.000?1'I;:t2 HAJ!:STV 0 • • <; • • <; .000 (1.000?O:n MAQïlN • 0 0 7 ,] • 7 .000 0.000
7.014 IIAST€OS 0 • 0 4 0 • 4 .0uO 0.000?(l1c;, \lC"'U"TR J j:" 1 S 0
"
0 0 ,] <; <; .000 0.000
?/'J1t> --IFPf< l'l':UT 0 0 0 r. • 4 4 .000
0.(100
?fl17 /lICt-'bF.L • • • 0 • 22 22 .(lOI) 0.000?n~p NOQI-FASTfR 0 • • 0 • 7 7 .000 0.00021'11<) I-!UDGES 0 • 0 .] • 0 4 .(\00 0.000
2040 PA7IFI~ï • 0 • 0 2. 0 2. .000 0.000
2041 PEP~LES • 0 • 0 • 5 5 .000 0.0007.04? POlJl~[J~ 0 0 • 0 5 0 5 .000 0.000
2043 PP.il.JCE 6 • • 0 0 • 6 .000 0.0002044 PUQPtE 4 0 • • • • 4 .00(1 0.000
204c;, QUA l!4T •
, 0 • • • 4 .000 0.000
2'046 RECOR(J • 0 • • 0 • 4 .000 0.000
~047 SfEK • 4 0 • • • 4 .000 0.000?,04A SEI-'INARV Û 0 4 • • • 4 .000 0.000
204Q sr"'TP1CE 0 • 4 • • 0 4 .000 0.00020c;,0 ~HIpIS 5 • • • • • 5 .000 0.00020<;1 SIXTUS • • 0 5 • • <; .000 u.ooo20c;,2 SPE/lJ{ER • • 0 • • • • .000 0.000lOS=' SPEER 0 • 0 1. • • 1. .000 0.000? oc;, 4 STEEP • • 0 • • 7 7 .000 o.noo2/)"-"- TERESA. Û 0 • 0 • iii l' .oon 0.60020c;,,; THo1TIS Û 0 4 0 • 0 • .000 0.000
;>0c;,7 Ti-JEF. .] 0 7 0 • 0 7 .0(10 6.üOO?/'J~A T(l~I4~ 0 .] 0 0 • 2? 27 .1)00 0.000
205 Q F'AXE/-l • 0 0 • ù • • .I)ü(, 0.000?fl(,fl '<'YLIE 0 • 0 0 12 • 12 .000 0.000
~O"1 YELLO·"HA~!·.!F.~ • 0 0 5 • • <; • lH) (\ 0.000?Of.?: 'S7 • • 0 0 8 0 8 .000 0.000ZOl'.:\ ZIlD 0 • 0 • Il • Il .000 0.000
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RANK WORO DISTRIBUTlON 1 Il
"'
IV V VI TOT OlS US8
1 THE 688 709 714 656 620 770 4247 .961 40. &08
2 OF 413 407 34{1 4?3 451 36h 2400 .Q<:;'Q 23:014
3 AND 321 3AT 396 344 .06 399 2253 .'l62 21.682
4 A 394 31:\ 206 210 201 1"1 1571 .<n~ 13.148
5 Hl 186 182 12;) 1<;7 178 l," 991 .939 9.310
h TO 138 161 195 174 15\ 145 910 .947 9.181
1 15 65 91 ge lt4 123 140 646 .il9;\ C;.7 6 6
• 1 '2 41 14'3 131 113 91
604 .A4') c;.1?7
9 ""1 TI-! 1?4 91 73 86 76 7' 534 .91? 4.870io HIS 63 101 67 78 80 80 46. .931 ~.365
11 fOR _ '7 72 117 70 65 63 484 .891 4.311
12 THIS 66 69 A4 77 62 79 4" .9"3 4.162
13 YOU 69 37 88 115 56 80 44S .A52 3.790
14 THAT 83 53 74 67 54 57 388 .923 3.583
15 RUT 43 74 6"
'"
63 69 37" .93{1 3.515
"
Hy 32 '5 115 110 94 55 441 .7 '1 ? 3.492
17 AT 49 82 67 50 46 6d 3611 .'lI!} 3.341$
lA 011 ~':1 71 S,q 40 o. •• :;85 .fsf,Q :'1.347
'0 All 37 37 7< t'>(", 511 III 387 .fi?4 3.191
2. AS 55 ~.'\ 4< 5P <;4_ '4 J:q .9~4 3.1&6




-. '7 19 29'" ."'4>\ 7.1\35
23 YOU:? 37 31 4~ S? 1>.1 37 271 .;;'4h ?42lj
7- (IU~ 52 :?~ 61 4_ 4<1 50 2f."l .d7{; 2.364
25 HE :n 44 :n o. 3e hl 271 .A7~ 2.3f>2
2. IT 27 3R 72 B4 26 47 294 .~(l0 2.351
27
"
6_ 27 41 4B 3d 56 2bO .(1';6 2.329
ZR OR :H\ 4<; l'
"
40 55 ?49 .'n!'> 2.302
29 HAVE 2< IS 3e .A 24 sn 204 .B19 1.712
30 HE 21 21 .<;
"
2R 33 205 .8;?9 1.699
31 HO 30
"
45 31 14 33 19) .667 1.657
3'! WIll 27 44 25 34 33 27 185 .995 1.656




45 187 .875 1.635
34 RE 16 IR 51 3R 20 43 19C; ,fl24 1.608
J'" LIK€: 69 12 22 23 17
.., 7{16 .77(1 1.587
31> THEIR 24 27 27 31 26 74 164 .9i)4 1.5f\1
31 ay 3. 36 4' 14 20 25 179 .df>q 1.~S6
38 NOT 2A 36 <6
'"
20 2~ 182 .803 1.461
39 THEY 17 2ô 26 38 17 52 17" .81e; 1.450
4. AN 30 2< 2 Q \9 25 24 152 .9.17 1.424
41 OUï "S 7.6 24 2_ ?<; 1~ 172 .81~ 1.397
'2 50 :?2
"
:h JI) .0 21 164 .~'51 ) .396
43 ,.'0·... 19 3,) .3 ?n II> 33 1hl .843 1.357
44 VAS 26 ?3 4'; ,. 7 26 lb? .805 1.305
45 HW 7\ 24 21 24 1"
'"
13<; • <J Il 1.229
46 OlO 20
"
?? 1" ~1"l 33 141 .B"'1 1.201
47 US ?' ,,) 29 19 17 50 153 .177 1.188
48 HAN 7 22 30 16 53 29 157 .7Se:; 1. )86
49 UP 23 19 26 <5 27 Il 133 .BA3 1.l7S
50 .LIGHT 22 17 10 25 25 35 134 .846 ).134
<;1 THFq[ li> 30 26 22 7 3ô 139 .80q 1.124
57. TI 'JE" 16 19 22 21 21 16 Ils .9.. 4 1. 08~
<;;\ TH;:SF: 19 21 2. 12 23 20 115 .92{\ ).058
54 INra 20 12 11 23 32 27 125 .8JB 1.0 4 7
55 SOi~E 32 14 18 17 lA 17 116 .865 1.004
56 Hf RE 20 20 26 27 • 14 115 .646 .973
"
ITS 16 37 26 1. 12 19 12• • 795 .954
SA ONLY 17 21 25 15 9 22 109 .871 .949
59 f)O\lN 24 10 18 13 17 ·27 109 ,855 .932
60 HAS 9 19 Il 27 19 22 107 .845 .904
61 EYES 20 27 Il 2. 12 12 102 .847 .864-
h2 WHAT 12 21 21 18 14 11 97 .888 .861
hO WHEr~ 27 18 32 15 Il 6 109 ,7AO .850
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RANK "ORel DISTRIBUTION 1 II III IY Y YI TOT DIS use
04 suu \1 14 15 iT 21 15 93 .912 .848
OS aYER 20 13 15 17 13 13 97 .812 .846
o. THROUGH 25 15 12 13 14 10 95 .879 .835
07 THEH iT 23 iT 8 1. \. 93 .854 .794
•• MUST 8 14 l1 17 21 13 9. .880 .79209 WHILE 18 2\ 1. 8 18 10 91 .863 .786
7. COME 7 13 10 2. 14 21 91 .862 .785
71 OEAO 13 18 12 12 1. 23 88 .864 .160
72 lj?ON 4 17 8 21 2.
"
'8 .113 .158
73 OEAHI 17 15 0 2. ,. 10 84 .851 .115
14 FACE A \1 l' 15 ,. l' 8. .831 .115
7' STill 2. 13 21 1. 0 15 85 .834 .709
76 H.\t,DS • 10 13 14 1. l' 8n .87A .10277 LIfE iT 12 1n 10 8 10 7' .8RS .699





7 7 1>. 2A 37 95 .6AS .651
81 THEN 10 21 15 l< 7 6 7. .823 .650
.2 SEE 6 8 13 20 17 13 77 .832 .641
83 TWO • Il 10 7 1. 2S 81 .789 .63984 SHALL ? • 12 27 lA 21 85 .745 .63385 M", 11 14 13 7 • 20 74 .650 .6298. NIGHT 20 1. Il 23 12 3 7' .115 .612
87 AH 5 5 10 18 18 l< 76 .803 .610
RR GREy lA
"
4 10 17 11 7. .842 .590
89 WERE 6 lA 18 14 5 14 n .822 .584
90 BACK 19 23 9 .11 7 • 75 .114 .58091 WHERE 18 18 7 9 10 8 70 .825 .571
92 AIR 20 l' 10 0 4 II 73 .789 .516
93 WINO 15 10 • 9 10 7 •• .865 .5119A WHITE II ,. 9 10 14 3 09 .822 .561
95 UNDER 14 12 18 4 14 7 '9 .81A .564
96 GREEN 9 20 • 10 15 8 74 .151 .56097 WOR05 5 27 l< 2. 3 0 84 .665 .559
'8 SLEE? • 11 13 13 17 • 00 .839 .55499 8LUE 1. 14 II 7 9 1. 01 .901 .553
'.0 DAY 0 10 12 15 II 8 02 ,876 ,543
101 LOYE 3 8 10 22 15 12 7. ,174 ,542
102 IF 1. \1 II 8 0 l1 03 .855 .539
1.3 BEFQRE 5 7 II 12 12 17 04 .838 .536
10A AL WAYS 7 10 13 9 1. 9 58 0911 ,532
105 EARTH 5 3 \1 16 12 28 75 ,107 ,531
10. LaNn B 12 13 12 7 7 59 .884 .522
107 LAST 7 9 13 l1 6 10 '2 .839 ,520
,.. "lEVER 3 12 12 13 12 9 01 ,849 ,518
109 WHO 14 3 • 13 6 20 Os ,710 .500II. CAN 9 7 14 II 0 9 5. .874 ,490
III KUO." 13 7 10 10 4 9 59 ,823 ,486
112 WATER 14 \1 • 4 12 7 57 ,844 .481
113 NOTHING 7 15 • 8 0 II 56 ,851 ,480114 AWAY 17 9 3 7 0 20 6B ,690 .469
115 NOR • 17 12 0 7 • 57 .814 ,464110 DARKNEss II 10 7 10 l< 3 55 ,832 ,458
\17 SEA • l1 8 II 7 5 56 ,815 ,456118 PAST 9 \1 0 5 9 1. s. ,885 ,443
\19 0 1 7 12 19 7 13 59 ,142 ,438
120 YET 18 7 9 9 5 7 55 ,196 ,438
121 GOD 3 2 15 8 12 22 '2 ,699 ,434
122 YES • 5 22 15 II 9 '2 ,696 .432123 ABOUT 18 7 3 9 0 13 5' ,764 ,428
124 00· • 7 8 1. 9 • 52 ,822 ,427125 SOMETHfNO 13 9 3 1. e 7 s. ,831 ,419
126 COMES 7 7 0 7 8 14 49 .854 ,0\18
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127 GO 7 S 0 • 10 10 47 ,889 '"U8128 SKy 10 8 a T 0 0 51 ,EllA .,U7
129 0000 13 4 8 • • 0 4' ,847 .'HS130 SAy 7 7 14 • 10 3 50 .820 .410131 STONE Il 13 1 a 0 Il 50 ,786 ,393
.13? THO SE 10 a 13 7 5 4 4T ,827 ,3R9
133 rACEs 3 8 7 7 a 12 45 ,843 ,379
D4 TEll 2 2 Il 17 10 0 54 .696 .376
135 HAND 5 7 5 13 10 5 45 ,819 ,368
136 EACH 10 14 4 4 8 4 50 .734 .367
137 HAD 7 15 6 12 2 6 •• .761 .365
1:\8 HEN 7 8 7 a 6 • '0 .90d .363
139 lET 2 4 4 12 10 22 s. .6(,:> .357
I4nHOPE 9 13 2n 3 3 4 57 .67R .353
141 LOOK 3 4 Il a 7 10 43 .8)8 .:\!:>2
}4? PE,\CE 14 8 6 7 3 6 44 .796 .350
1"3 \;'OR;) 1 3 12 10 8 12 4b .1S} .34~
)44 THAN 8 14 Il 4 3 5 45 • 7f'~ .344
14"> THOUGHT Il 7 3 7 5 • 41 .k3f\ .344
14'; ABOVE" • 4 a 0 8 6 38 .903 .:l43}47 \'ITHOUT 4 4 8 9 5 13 43 .798 .343
)4~ ~!O~U) 6 II 5 8 3 8 41 .Fi34 .342
)49 Evn: • 5 15 4 5 9 44 .710 .339150 YEllO~ 10 7 • • 7 5 39 .Al0 .3391<1 THItWS 7 4 8 • • • 37 .9)7 .331) ~7 \!fll 13 8 10 3 5 4 43 .11JO .335
153 COULD 9 9 14 7 3 2 4. .754 .332
154 AfiER • 5 8 8 4 • 37 .994 .33}15"> TO~MWS 4 5 7 • 15 5 42 .164 .32)}51, .M40IU' 1 10 • 4 7 18 46 .686 .316l'H TAKf 4 3 15 12 3 7 44 .717 .3}5
1c;R SUCJ-.f • 4 5 a 7 5 35 .A97 .31415Q l-'IGHT 7 10 a a 1 5 39 .80? .3)3
160 rpST 2 12 5 19 3 6 47 .66?. .3)1
161 NEil • II 13 • 2 5 41 .145 .3061"7 COlO 7 7 5 17 5 2 43 .706 .J04
]1,3 HO,," 4 5 10 13 3 5 '0 .159 .30'"
)E,4 LIVIf>J(t 3 10 4 14 4 • 41 .743 .304
Ih5 Pf.PI-'APS 8 9 10 • 5 2
,.
.798 .303
}hl) TO'1F"THF.R ) 3 6 18 il • 04 .690 .303) fol "'GUlO • 0 10 8 • 3 37 .dll .:too
lfoB PAIIJ 5 R 4 3 • Il 37 .806 .798) M THII-II\ • 4 8 9 5 2 37 .B(l6 .29~170 ~IlVË~ 8 6 1 10 • 6 37 .fir,? .797171 HE,\D 2 6 B 3 9 9 37 .7 fH .295
)77 (\fICE 5 B 5 4 fi 4 34 .~"'6 .2':14
113 AG,\IN<;T 4 Il • 7 4 4 3. .Pl? .292174 GIVE 7 4 0 • 5 • 37 .907 .290175 WHICH 5 5 • 5 4 5 30 .948 .285)76 JolOON , • 5 4 5 9 33 .861 .2R4171 TOWN. 8 7 5 4 • 3 33 .&b) .284178 OPEN 4 7 4 6 4 7 32 .RA'" .283
179. PLACE, 3 5 4 5
"
8 33 .846 .219
18Qc STARS Il 7 3 6 4 , 35 .195 .218
lAI O/l',m 2 10 5 • • 5 3. .B14 .277lB? mm • • 7 3 • 4 33 .832 .275lRJ SHADO.", 9 10 5 2 Il 1 3. .124 .275
)A4 EVERY 2· 3 • • 5 10 35 .717 .272lBS BEING 6 3 7 1 9 9 35 .773 .210
IRfo OARK 8 • 1 l' 7 • 38 .110 .21011\1 TOO fi 12 2 7 3 4 3. .745 .268
lAn WAR • 3 7 6 7 • 31 .864
,268
18q ""HaSE 5 fi • 2 • 5 33 ,ROB ,267
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190 OTHER • a • • • 3 31 .855 .265191 OFF • 12 7 5 2 3 35 .752 .263192 OUST 9 Il 4 • 4 1 35 .744 .260193 HOUR 2 3 2 10 14 7 38 .692 .259
194 GREAT 7 1 2 a • 11 35 .737 .258195 .AY 3 3 a 5 4 9 32 .802 .257
19' SOUND • 1 5 5 12 5 34 .744 .253197 TREE 2 • 4 4 10 • 3? .791 .253
19B VERY 3 3 4 10 5 7 32 .791 .253
199 FlRE 3 5 • 3 5 7 29 .865 .251200 HEAP 5 5 5 4 5 3 27 .9?4 .250
201 SILENCE 3 10 4 • 1 10 34 .1'32 .249202 BLAC/( 9 3 7 7 5 1 32 .715 .248
703 ARMS 5
-
0 7 13 4 35 .102 .246
704 LIGHTS 10 7 Il 3 4 0 35 .702 .246
205 YOUNG 4 1 12 7 7 3 34 .120 .245
20_ PAIN 0 3 4 5 15 Il 39 .641 .2lt3
207 EYE 4 4 4 • 7 4 27 .889 .240
20B FEAR 4 3 2 10 7 5 31 .769 .238
209 HEniEE~ 4 • 1 4 • 10 31 .763 .237
210 GOLO 5 7 5 Il 2 2 32 .741 .237
211 LEfT 4 4 10 • 3 3 30 .781 .234212 itALL 2 Il 3 3 4 10 33 .708 .231t
213 TREES 3 4 4 4 5 5 25 .926 .232
214 STAR 3 3 4 4 7 • 27 .851 .230
215 BONF. 5 9 3 4 2 • 29 .790 .2292)6 ALONG 5 2 4 • 5 4 26 .811 .227217 SONG 4 3 2 a • 5 28 .811 .227
21a THING 4 5 • 4 5 2 26 .811 .227219 VOlCES 4 a 2 7 • 2 29 .784 .227
220 BROKEN 9 4 3 • 3 5 2a .803 .225
221 GLASS 7 a 1 3 4
-
29 .717 .225
222 VOICE 4 • Il 10 1 1 33 .679 .2247?3 CLOCK 4 2 7 • 2 7 28 .195 .223224 ROl/NO 1 9 7 7 4 2 30 .142 .223
225 JUST 2 4 5 9 3 5 28 .788 .221
226 TILL 1 9 2 • 8 • 30 .737 .221227 YEARS 4 5 4 5 5 2 25 .885 .221
228 SMALL 4 • 7 5 1 4 27 .812 .219
229 WITHIN 1 • 10 4 2 7 JO .721 .218230 PAUSE 2 2 9 5 5 5 ZA .714 .217
231 CLOsE 7 7 1 3 3 7 21\ .767 .215
232' SAlO 1 3 5 7 3 13 32 .673 .215
233 COLOUR 9 • 1 5 4 3 28 .761 .213234 fLESti 1 8 4 2 5 9 2<1 .731 .212
235 I.4QMf:NT 3 • 4 3 3 5 24 .871 .209
2]6 V1510"1 • 2 5 3 5 5 24 .871 .209
237 WATCH 5 2 • 3 3 • 25 .831 .208
23a HITLER 0 0 2' 31 0 0 57 .364 .207
739 ANOTtiEQ 5 • 3 4 2 4 24 .856 .205;>40 MINO 4 • 1 3 7 7 2b .7AO .203
241 BEE!'! • 0 • 5 4 7 26 .772 .201242 Flt'JGERS 7 7 1 1 5 • 27 .745 .201243 TRUE 2 4 7 • 1 • 26 .712 .201244 BLOOD • 3 4 17 2 2 34 .586
.199
245 OREAM 2 3 9 2 4 7 27 .739 .199
24' HEAVy 3 4 2 3 h • 24 .829 .199247 LlPS a 3 2 7 3 3 26 .764 .199
248 OAYS 2 0 5 a • • 21 .732 .198249 DoCTaR 5 10 0 2 25 1 43 .461 .198
250 HEART 9 • 2 2 • 2 27 .132 .198251 ROOH 1 4 4 7 • 3 25 .791 .i98
252 I1'S 2 2 a 4 3 7 26 .·71)7 .197
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253 HANY 7 0 6 8 3 3 27 .726 •.1 9&
254 AUlOST 5 5 1 6 1 9 27 .720 .195
255 cMmOT 5
.-
4 3 1 • 8 25 .713 .193
256 SHOULO 7 • • 5 5 0 25 .17'3 .1932~7 WOJ.l,AN 2 0 7 5 3 17 3' .564 • )92
7" ITSELF 1 5 5 3 5 • 23 .8~9 .191
2~q HAKE 3 1 9 6 • 3 26 .1=," .191
2h/) SECO!-J['l 5 5 • 9 • 1 2' .6i34 .1
9 1
76\ Et-lD 3 • 9 • 3 2 25 .7<:'7 .189?t>~ FALL 7 3 6 • 2 2 2' .7RI> .1&9263 sIHG • 5 • 3 6 7 25 .157 .HW26. CHILD 1 • 3 7 7 11 29 .644 • li> 771)5 H.A!~I s 3 • 3 3 • 3 2. .931 .)ln
2" ~PEA!\ 2 • 7 5 • • 26 .1lt. .186767 HOr~E , • 3 2 3 • 21 .87~ .11'4
?M VOST 10 3 2 6 6 • 27 .677 .IB37'9 "EO 11 6 3 3 3 \ 27 .677 .1~3
n. FU\I 5 3 3 a 2 6 22 .R32 .lA3
771 1lM-'F 5 6 7 \ ? 3 24 .758 .IA?
?77 <:.:n'-l~_TI"'" 6 \ • 5 2 , ?3 .793 • 1tl?
771 cross • • 2 6 \4
4 3. .603 .1MI
n. lA'J:/ 5 2 3 • 6 7 22 .t'18 .IRO
275 :'Ollï'"t 3 6 • 2 ? 5 22 .8113 .18077f, ~1I\llS 3 • \ • • 6 22 • l'HA .1 BO777 JOY 1 1 2 7 6 1n 27 .6fo.? .179
?7A AF.'A:JTY 6 2 1 9 3 4 25 .713 .178
279 AEHI:J!) 7 6 2 2 3 3 23 .772 .17 8
?RO LOST • • 3 • 3 7 25 .713 .176?IH HU GE • 1 • • 5 • ?6 .t.81 .177?A? G::UCE 3 1 • 6 A 2 2' .734 ,176?~3 GOlO~" 1 2 2 5 9 6 2S .700 .175
?A4 AUVE 2 6 • 2 3 3 22 .793 .17 4
7A< FifJAl 6 5 7 2 2 5 22 .793 .174
7A6 CAll 1 • 3 6 2 7 23 .7'53 .1732ft7 C'\!-'E • • • '0 2
, 25 .694 .173
?AA fRJpJ['l 7 3 7 6 •
, 23 .753 .173
;:>A9 STA·m 2 1 6 3 7 • 23 .753 .173
790 CEPia III , 3 3 3 6 6 22 .7AI .172
2 Ql Trlll!-n~o 3 • 2 2 4 5 2ù .t\'52 .170;:>q'! t:"IC'''''' • 6 5 •
, 9 25 .676 .169
703 PAlf 1 • 1 5 6 5 72 .1'59 • 167?Q4 "FF'I 1 1 3 5 7 • 23 .721 .167
?0c; A··!CIE~lï 3 0 1 9 • h 25 .664 .166
2Q':' CITy • • 3 7 3 7 22 .749 .1657 97 CO"p.,r, 2 3 7 2 2 6 22 .749 .165
79A GHOST 5 6 0 2 3 7 23 .71 9 .165
?99 COLOUQS 2 3 • 6 2 3 20 .816 .163
'O. SPACF 2 • 1 3 • 9 23 .703 .162301 WINlEQ 3 9 2 1 • • 23 .103 .lb2
~O? BEYONO •
-~r- 2 1 8 3 22 .730 .161
303 BREAlB 3 • 2 5 3 2 19 .849 .161
304 BREAD 1 3 2 5 5 • 20 .BOO .1t>0
.305 EVIL 3 3 3 2 3 3 17 .941 .160
306 FE EL 7 --3 - • i 2 4 21 .758 .15
9
31}7 }\fIO( 4 , 6 3 • 2 20 .7P.6 .151
30~ ClolJO , 3 2
"
• 6 2. .7AI. .IS7
309 OYII·'r. 1 • • 3 2 6 20 .7Af, 0151
:nO BAif • • 2 3 1 6 2' .7Af, .157111 HEAVF.N 2 1 • • 3 6 2. .786 .15131? RIRO 3 2 4 0 5 9 23 .674 .155
313 ClOUDS 5 3 3 • 0 5 2. .77? .154-31. UEAR 5 2 1 3 • • 19 .810 .154-
315 5TO!-lES 3 2 2 3 3 7 20 .77? .154
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316 TRUTH 2 • • 3 • 1 19 .810 .15~317 WORKING 1 2 3 • • • 19 .810 .1S~318 UNES • 2 • 2 • 2 lA .851 .153319 PART 2 2 7 3 2 • 20 .7'i9 .152
3>0 SILENT 3 3 2 • 1 8 21 .717 .151321 THEREIS 6 2 7 2 1 3 21 ,717 .151
37.2 STRMIGE: 2 • 9 2 2 2 22 .680 .150373 TIt,lY 2 2 1 2 8 8 23 .654 .150
37.4 ~IRDS 3 3 1 7 2 • 20 .141 .149
32. fA" A 5 7 0 1 2 23 .647 .149
326 HILL 2 2 2 3 • • lA .828 .149
'27 I-!OP~jJf,JG 2 3 5 , 2 2 18 .87.8 .149
378 PASS IO"! 2 4 2 2 3 5 lB ,828 .149
329 SET • 1 2 • 3 • 18 .828 .1't9330 WHY 7 2 3 3 1 • 20 .147 .149331 FEET 3 2 1 6 • 3 19 .718 .148
337 NEwS 0 • 8 9 2 1 24 .618 .148
333 SHE • 0 2 11 • 3 2' .618 .148334 TURN 1 2 3 5 8 2 21 .698 .141
33' BENE ATH • 2 2 2 3
, 17 .8SA .146
336 DREAMS 9 1
"
0 2 5 23 .635 .146
337 MOVE 1 , • 10 1 2 23 .635 .146338 TERROR 5 6 0 0 3 10 24 .607 .146
33~ 'iILlS 3 5 1 , 3 2 18 .80~ .145
340 THREE 1 • 2 6 2
, 19 .163 .145
341 STOPH 10 7 0 3 • 0 24 .591 .143342 BRAIN • 3 0
, 9 1 2? .643 .142
393 fIND 6 2 1 • 2 3 19 .150 .142344 IiEARO 1 4 6 3 1 • 19 .150 .142345 ALONE 2 • 1 • 3 3 17 .832 .141346 HOURS 1 2 • 7 • 1 20 .103 .141347 STREET • 1 3 2 3 • 17 .83? .141348 BREASr 0 1 1 13 6 5 26 .540 .140
349 THTH 2 2 2 4 3 3 1" .875 .140
350 HOLY 0 2 • 7 2 5 20 .693 .139351 HYSELF 2 3 5 5 1 2 18 .772 .139
352 QUIET 8 • 3 2 2 1 20 .693 .139353 REMEMBEQ 6 3 3 2 1 3 18 .772 .139
354 130NES 2 7 3 2 1 4 19 .724 .138
355 RIGHT 3 3 9 1 4 1 21 .65fl .138
356 BESIOE 2 2 4 5 2 2 17 .808 • 137
357 REST 2 1 3 3 3 5 17 .80~ .137
358 KILL 1 3 • 5 1 3 18 .757 .136359 CENTRE 1 3 3 • 3 2 16 .842 .135360 THOUSANO 1 • 2 3 3 3 16 .842 .135361 FLOWERS 2 3 2 1 5 • 17 .78R .134362 SOUL 3 1 0 13 8 1 26 .517 .134
363 THEHSEl:VES 1 3 • • 1 4 17 ,788 .134]64 (liANT 8 2 0 2 3 5 20 ,1,56 .131
31)5 C;TEEL 2 2 1" 1. 0 0 26 .SO] .13)
3r=.6 TAU • 4 0 4 5 1 18 .721', .13131>1 BAY 8 5 1 1 6 0 21 ,618 ,130
36& LIES 3 5 0 5 , 1 18 ,115 .129
3'>9 raDAY 0 2 3 • 5 3 17 ,752 .128370 wlLO 3 2 1 2 3 6 17 ,752 .128
371 fPEf 2 2 1 5 3 3 16 ,79) .127
372 r.lvEN 1 0 6 6 2 • 19 .670 ,127
373 KIIm 2 0 6 9 1 3 21 ,604 ,127
374 HaTt-4ER 0 1
"
6 2 • 19 .670 .127
375 MOVING • 2 5 1 3 3 16 .791
,127
316 THOUGH 6 6 • 1 • 0 19 ,670 ,121371 ~IjNDREO 2 0 2 • 10 3 21 .59~ .126378 LORD 2 0 9 12 2 0 25 .503 ,126
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37' EVER. '''i~y''-~' 3 5 1 5 17 ,736 ,125386 HOLO 2 5 3 1 17 ,736 ,125
::lRI LAUGHTER • • 2 1 0 13 2' ,521
',125
38? LEAN ·3 1 1 • 3 3 17 ,736 ,125383 MINE 1 3 3 • 3 1 17 ,736 • 125
::lA4 OROER 2 1 • •• 1 3 l' ,660 .125
:\AS DESrQT 1 2 4 3 3 2 15 .829 .12'1
::lM KIIEfS 0 2 1 5 5 ·s la ,690 ,124
:1P7 SAVE 2 2 • 2 1 4
,.•770 ,123
:\M YEAP 3 2 3 4 • • 16 .77(1 .123391) J(OU~TÀjN 1 7 0 6 3 2 l' ,641 ,1~2
::191 MOUNTAINS 6 4 1 3 1 2 17 .726 .1?7
392 RED 0 1 4 B • 2 ,. .h32 ,122
:193 COUlHRY 3 • 1 3 3 1 15 ,800 0120
:\q4 DIE 4 2 1 4 2 2 15 .AOO .120
39'j Et·IPïY 3 • 4 1 1 2 1. ,750 ,120
:l% FLO'<lF.R 1 J 1 7 4 • JB .667 .120
1'P l-IAPOLY 2 .) 2 3
"
• 17 .7 0b .120
3Q~ SW • 1 1 3 7 • 21 .571 01 20
1Qq snr'fn:'jE 3 1 3 2 3 2 h ,~"7 • 170
40.' TAI<F'-! 3 2 3 1 3 2
"
,~ltil ,120
41)1 ~'~Lt\ 1 ? 3 2 11 2 21 ,<:;65 .119
40'> RECj\Il~E
"
5 4 2 1 • 17 .64 ? • lit!41'-1 S/d"D 2
" "
1 • 3 la .,,56 .118404 C(lUR~E 2 ? 3 • 4 • ,. .13? .117405 IIE!.!OPy 7 1 1 1 7 2
"
,61 .. .117
lo.Of, FIVE 1 2 5 2 3 2 ,. .715 .116
401 fLAHE 5 3 ? 2 2 1 15 .775 ,116
408 PASSING 3 ? 2 • 2 1 15 ,775 .11640Q ~WGS 2 • 1 • • 2 2' ,S7A .116410 irIAVES 3 4 ? 2 1 2 14 ,B19 ,115
411 LIE 1 4 1 3 ,. 1 2' ,571 .114
41? YOIlRS 4 3 • 3 1 •
,.• 715 .11 4
413 REl()~ ? 4 3 • • 2 1. .752 .113414 LOVfLY 2 2 4 3 • • 15 .15? .1I3415 I.lIlE 1 2 3 5 3 1 15 .752 .IIJ
4)6 TOUGUf 1 2 3 5 3 1 15 .752 .113
417 BETTER 1 1 6 • 2 2 1. .69Q .112
'lIA fEW • • 3 3 1 3 IR .f-?c; ,11241Q ft'lPi.'AQO 3 2 3 2 ? 1 13 .ASR .112
4?0 PO',JER ,. ? • 2 3 3 16 .699 .Ilt!421 'JARM 2 1 4 4 5 • 16 .699 .1124?~ WINDD'II 1 3 2 2 ? 3 13 .8J;A .112
473 BU~HING ? • • 3 R 1 lA .615 .1114?4 CHIlOPEN 1 0 • 2 2 7 IR .611; .111475 aUITE 2 4 7 2 2 0 17 ,654 .111
416 fAST 4 3 3 4 0 1 15 .732 .110
427 HARD 3 4 4 3 1 • 15 .732 .1104?R MADE 2 0 7 3 • 1 17 .642 .110429 SHAOOWS 6 4 0 1 5 1 17 .642 .1 o~
430 SHAPE c',: 5 3 • 1 1 1. 2. ,544 .10
9
431 HtSTORY- 2 1 4 2 • 1 1. .761 .109431 IltST0PY 2 1 4 2 • 1 ,. .761 .107
,,~? Nor~E 3 3 2 • • 2 14 .16) .107433 l'UTSI[iE 2 4 ? 5 2 • 15 .71? .107434 RAiHER , 4 4 0 2 1
"
.71? .107
435 Qlvf D 1 2 5 2 • • la .596 .107
"11l \lfIoTHER 2 2 4 2 5 • 15 .712 .107417 SIMPLE 1 2 3 3 3 1 13 ,815 .10 6
43ij LALIGH 2 2 3 1 2 2 12 .s71 .105
439 AROUNO 6 2 1 1 3 2 15 .694 .104
440 GROllNO 3 2 1 1 6 2 15 .694 .104
441 BEll5 • 2 0 • 2 2 1. .737 .103
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442 EHOUGH 4 2 4 2' 2 0 14 .737 .103
443 FINE S 2 1 3 2 1 14 .737 .103
444 GOING 0 2 3 1 3 9 18 .570 .103
445 HIGH 2 5 2 1 1 3 14 ,737 .103
446 PO OR 4 1 3 1 1 4 14 .737 .103
447 ROAO 2 3 7 2 2 0 16 ,642 .103
446 ST 0 9 3 1 2 3 16 ,570 .103
449 HI~SELF 1 8 2 1 4 1 17 .598 .102
450 HUCH S 2 5 1 1 1 15 .61a ,102
451 PITY 5 1 2 5 1 1 15 ,618 .102
45? SHORf: 6 2 2 2 0 3 15 .618 .102
4" cnlTURtES 1 2 1 3 4 2 13 .180 ,lOI
454 nEfP 7 4 2 1 1 1 16 ,629 .101
4<=;5 Ief 2 3 4 2 1 1 13 .7RO .101
4~7 BELL 3 4 2 4 1 0 14 .114 .100
lt58 BODY 2 4 0 1 4 3 14 .114 • 100
459 GULlS 3 3 1 1 5 1 14 .714 .100
460 IsLAND 4 4 3 0 1 2 14 ,lU .100
4"'1 PLAY 1 0 4 4 3 2 14 ,71lt ,100
462 SOON 2 3 2 0 2 5 14 .114 .100
463 WAV( 4 1 2 0 3 4 14 ,714 .100
4M CRY 1 S 0 4 1 4 15 .661 .099
465 BLIND 3 3 2 1 2 1 12 ,811 ,098
466 9QEJ.!HING 2 1 2 3 3 1 12 .817 .098
467 KING 3 1 1 2 2 3 12 .817 ,098
466 OfTEN 3 2 3 1 2 1 12 .817 .098
46Q REAL 1 2 2 3 3 1 12 .911 .098
470 SU .... I-lER 1 2 3 2 3 1 12 .811 ,098
471 TAU. 2 3 3 2 1 1 12 .817 ,098
472 CAST" 5 3 2 3 0 1 14 .694 ,091
473 ORY 3 0 1 3 5 2 14 .694- .097
474 fULL 3 5 3 0 1 2 14 .694 .091
475 HAIR 1 2 4 0 2 6 15 .64-6 .091
476 S.. 4 3 1 3 1 1 13 .150 .097
477 ~Of(K 1 4 1 5 2 1 14 .694 .097
476 fAlLIN6 3 3 2 1 0 4 13 .723 .094
479 FRAIL 1 3 0 3 4 2 13 .123 .094
4RO LANDS 1 0 2 4 5 2 14 .674 .094
4'1 SNOW 3 4 2 1 0 3 13 .123 .094
4R2 SUDDEN 1 5 2 2 2 1 13 .723 .094
4A3 WHEEL 3 4 3 1 0 2 13 .723 .094
4'4 FOG 3 2 0 4 6 0 15 .611 .093
4A5 FOUR 2 2 2 1 1 4 12 .71l. .093
466 CUPIOUS 3 2 2 2 1 1 Il .832 .092
467 fAITH 2 2 2 1 1 3 II .832 .092
468 HIST 6 1 3 1 1 2 14 .656 .092
489 NAKEO 2 1 1 2 2 3 Il .832 .092
490 PASS 2 2 3 1 2 1 11 .832 .092
"9. PA5S 2 2 3 1 2 1 Il .832 .092
491 SHOIlLDF.llS 2 2 1 1 2 3 Il .832 .092
4Q2 SINGl"'G 1 1 2 3 6 1 14 .65l. .092
493 WOlo!p, 2 1 2 1 2 3 Il .832 .092
494 DMJIT 2 0 4 4 1 2 13 .6Q8 .091
49S FORGOTTEN 2 5 2 0 2 2 13 .698 .091
49b MINUTE 2 1 1 1 5 3 13 .698 .091
497 MIISIC 3 1 2 2 8 0 16 .571 .091
4Q8 SHIPS 8 3 2 0 1 2 16 .571 .091
499 SPRING 1 5 1 1 2 3 13 .6Q8 .091
500 TOUCri 0 4 1 2 4 2 13 .698 .091
501 WIDE 4 2 4 1 2 0 13 .698 .091
502 SHlp 9 5 0 4 0 0 lB .498 .090
503 EARLY 1 1 1 4 2 3 12 .742 .089
504 FRIENDS 5 4 0 2 0 3 14 .639 .089
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1 CAlLING ,. 1 1 1 1 1 1 61.000 .060
? sEntE ..' " 1 1 1 1 1 1 61.000 .060
3 THEIR 24 27 27 31 26 29 164 .964 1.581
4 AND 321 3.7 396 344 406 399 ?2S3 .96? 21.682
5 THE _68B 799 714 656 620 770 4247 .961 40.808
6 OF 413 4.7 3 40 4?J 451 366 2400 .959 ?3.014
7 AS 55 SA 45 SB 54 64 334 .954 3.186
0 n.fIS 66 69 A4 77 62 79 437 .953 4.162
9 FRQt-'.
"
56 53 49 47 39 299 .Q4B 2.A35
10 WHICH 5 5
" "
4 5 30 ."4fi .?8!>
Il TO l3B 167 19" )14 151 )45 97. .947 9.1R)
17 rIuE 16 10 22 21 21 16 })S .Q44- 1. OH~
13 EVIL 3 3 3 2 3 3 17 .941 .160
14 IN lB" ln?: I?O )57 178 16B 991 .u34 9.310
15 Ail 30 2'3 29 19 25 24 l5? .9.'37 1.424
16 HANIS 3 4 3 , 4 3 <. .937 .U:'l7
17 HIS 63 101 '7 7" ;,. nO 4"9 .931 4.365
"
RllT 4' 74 60 61 6' 69 37k .1::10 3.515
19 TRETS 3 4 4 • 5 5 7' .9"2t;- .23~
7" OP :'IR i,r.: :'I.r. :13 40
'"
? .. Q .G?~ 2.30ë
?l l·iF ,iD
" "
S , >7 ,92-. .2"'0
7? T~f.ï rJ 03 7- b7
"
"7 :l<H ."?-' 3,51i3
n THFSf l Q 21 7. , 7 13 20 115 .Cita I,O~l'j
?4 ALloJAYS 7 1"
"
9 ,. 9 S~ .Q17 ,532
7" sur} 11 14 JO 17 21 '5 03 .91f' .fl.48
2' THINGS 7 4 P- 6 6 b 37 ,91? .337
77 VITH )24 97 73 M 76 7B 534 .912 4.SJ7l)
7' I-IW 7' 24 71 24 15 3. 131:\ .QIl 1.229
79 AT 49 .2 67 50 46 ". 368 • 91 0 3.3483. MEu 7 • 7 A • 4 '0 .90& .363
JI RLUE 10 14 11 7 9 10 6' ,907 .553
12 l'HVr 7 4
" "




" • • 6 '"
.903 .34:1
34 5UCH 6 4 S
"
7 , 35 .R97 .314
'"
vOUP 37 33 4< ,,:.? '3 37 271 .&96 2.420
3' WILL 22 44 ?S 3" 33 77 1<'15 .AQ5 l.h56
37 ItFTfR , , A H 4
"
37 .1'\4 .. .331
38 15 6S 97 9' 1I4 1?3 "9 6"6 .R43 5.7t>6
'9 FOR 97 72 117 7" 6~ 63 '"4 .13~} 4,311
40 EVE 4 4 • • 7
, 27 .1";t<4 ,240
41 00 7 , è 9
"
'0 47 .iJ"Q ,4} A
47 hJHAT l? 21 21 lA I- Il 97 .FlfHI .861
43 LIFE 17 12 10 10 A Ih 79 .e.-~S .,,49
44 OPEI~ 4 7 4 6 4 7 37 .13111:\ .283





46 YEAP.~ 4 , 4 , 5 2 2" .hHI:J ,221
47 LONG • '7 13 12 7 7 '9 .BA" .5~248 uP 23 19 2' 25 77 Il 133 .~Et3 1.115
49 HUST • 14 17 17 21 13 90 .BSO .792,. OUR· 52 72 6' 44 4' 50 269 .879 2.364
51 THROUGH 25 15 12 13 14 16 95 .879 ,835
52 HANDS • 16 13 14 10 19 BO .87ft .70253 HOHE 5 4 3 2 3 4 21 .878 .184
'"
DAY 6 ,. 12 1,:, Il ft 62 .876 .!'4J
'"
A 39<t 313 2fb ?lQ 2ul 187 1571 .d7'; 13. 74~
56 O/JE 2. 17 31 2. 3A 45 lB7 .87':> ) .1»)5
'37 TEETI-I 2 2 2 • 3 3 l' .f'-75
• ) 4 1)
5A CAfJ 9 7 14 11 6 9 56 .874 .490
59 NEED 1 2 2 1 2 2 10 .iH4 .067
60 HE 31 44 33 64 3ri 61 7.71 ,A72 2,3"2
61 OVER 26 13 15 17 13 13 97 .B7? .1346
·62 ALONG 5 7 4 6 5 4 26 .871 .227
;'3 lAUGIl 2 2 , 1 2 2 12 .87) .105
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64 MOHENT 3 6 4 3 3 5 24 ,871 ,209
65 ONLY Il 21 25 15 9 22 109 ,871 ,949
66 THING 4 5 6 4 5 2 26 ,811 .221
61 VISION 4 2 5 3 5 5 24 ,811 ,209
6B YELLO'" 10 7 6 4 1 5 39 ,810 ,339
69 By 34 36 41 14 29 25 119 ,869 1,556
10 ON 9S 78 58 46 68 4. 385 ,869 3,341
Tl NO 30 38 45 31 14 33 191 .861 1,651
7Z ONCE 5 8 5 4 8 4
"
.866 ,294
13 "E 64 22 H 48 38 56 269 .866 2.329
74 fIRE 3 5 6 3 5 1 29 .81)5 ,251
75 'il)I-!F. 32 14 18 l7 18 l7 116 .865 1.004
70 "AlUn 15 16 • 9 10 1 66 .865 .Sn71 Of.Af1 13 1" 12 12 10 23 8A .864 .160
18 VAR 4 3 1 6 1 4 31 ,864 .26d
19 'oIt'4ILE 18 21 10 8 18 16 91 .863 .186
.0 COME 1 13 16 20 14 21 91 .862 .785
RI !-lOON 4 6 5 4 5 9 33 .861 .284
82 TOWN 8 1 5 4 6 3 33 .861 .284
.3 AENEATH 4 2 2 2 3 • Il .8St\ .14684 fQRWARO 3 2 3 2 2 1 13 .858 .112
AS \HNOOW 1 3 2 2 2 3 13 .858 .112
R6 EARLIER 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 .857 .060
Rl FISTS 1 1 1 1 2 1 7 .851 .060
8B HALL 2 1 1 1 1 1 7 .851 .060
89 NOTHIN6 1 15 9 8 6 11 56 .857 .480
90 PAIR 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 .851 .060
91 RAVENOU13 1 1 1 1 2 1 7 .857 .060
92 ROLLEO 1 1 1 2 1 1 7 .851 .060
93 SLEEPING 1 2 1 1 1 1 7 ,857 .060
9. SOfo\EONE 3 1 3 2 3 2 14 .857 .120
95 TAKEN 3 2 3 1 3 2 14 .851 .120
9. AGAIN 6 16 18 9 16 15 80 ,856 .684
91 ANOTHER 5 6 3 4 2 • 24 ,856 .20598 DaWN 24 10 18 13 17 27 109 .855 .932
9. If 10 11 11 8 6 l7 63 .81)5 .539
100 ûTHER • 8 6 4 6 3 31 .855 .265101 CO~Es 7 1 6 1 • 14 49 .854 .418102 THEM l7 23 17 8 10 18 93 .854 .194
103 THUNDER 3 4 2 2 4 S 20 .8;2 .170
104 YOU .9 37 aa 115 56 80 441) .852 3.790
105 DEATH 11 15 6 20 10 16 84 .851 .115
106 l-iEAOS 1 1 1 2 2 2 9 .851 ,071
101 LINES 4 2 4 2 4 2 18 .851 .153
108 OLD 20 IS 22 16 35 33 hl .851 1.201
109 50 22 13 36 30 40 23 16' .eSl 1.396
". STAR 3 3 4 4 1 6 21 .851 .230II 1 "'RITE 2 1 1 1 2 2 9 .8151 .071
112 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 9 .851 .017
113 "AY
"
14 13 1 9 20 74 .8~O .629
Il' RREAn-l 3 4 2 5 3 2 lQ .849 .1bl
""
1 72 '8 143 137 113 91 60' .e4Q 5.127
110 NEVER 3 12 12 13 12 9 61 .849 .518
111 EvES 2' 21 Il 2. 12 12 10? .847 .864
1'" 6000 13 4 • 9 9 6 49 .A47 .415
"9 HERE 2. 20 26 21 • 14 115 .MIl .913120 LIGHT 22 l7 10 25 25 35 13' .846 1.134
121 PLACE 3 5 4 5 8 8 33 .846 .219
122 HAS 9 19 11 21 19 22 101 .845 ,904
1?3 WATER 14
"
9 4 12 7 51 .844 .481
1?4 fACES 3 8 7 1 • 12 415 .B43 .379125 NOW 19 30 43 20 16 33 161 .843 1.357
17.6 ROTH 1 1 1 1 2 2 8 .842 .067
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1?7 CENTRE 1" - 3 3 4 3 2 16 .842 .135
J?R DANOE~ 1 1 2 1 1 2 8 .842 .061
1?9 GR~Y 14 14 4 " 10 17 Il 70 .842 .590
130 NEQYOUS 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 ,842 .067
131 NOOfl 2 1 " 1 2 1 1 8 .842 .067
132 SUf.JKEN 1 2 1 2 1 1 8 .842 .067
133 THQUSAND 1 4 2 3 3 3 16 .842 .135
134 TONI(lI-fT 2 1 2 1 1 1 8 .84? .067
13~ lAST 7 • 1) 17 6 10 .2 .839 .520
DIl SlH'p 6 Il 1) 1) 17 6 66 .839 .55"
137 FlfFaQE 5 7 Il 12 12 17 .4 .83k .S36
)3A INin 20 12 Il 23 32 27 125 .83A 1.047
139 THOUGHT Il 7 3 7 5 8 41 .B3A .344
140 SO!JFT~JfH) 13 • 3 10 8 7 50 ,1\37 .419141 STILl 20 1) 21 10 6 JO os .A34 ,109
14~ \o,'{'l'>ln 6 Il , A 3 A 41 ,&34 .342
I4J Alo"" 2 4 1 4 3 3 17 .B37 .141
144 f.IJDi0tIS 3 2 2 2 1 1 Il .P3? ,092
14< f'ARK:"ES3 Il 10 7 1,1 14 3
"
IA3? ,458
14~ rt. TT'. 2 2 2 1 1 3 Il .~-;\? .097.
147 rtj.l([f' 2 1 1 2 2 3 Il .&3? .OSl~
14~ 0\.'/,' <. 4 ? 3 6 4 33 .ii3? .275
14" p"s~ 2 2 3 1 2 1 Il .A3? .092
1'0 SfF 6 8 l3 20 17 13 77 .632 .641
1~1 SHi'uln~p<; 2 ? 1 1 2 3 Il .A32 .09è
15? ST~F.fT 4 1 3 2 3 4 17 .832 .141
J"'1 TPltJ 5 , 3 3 2 6 22 .832 • )63
1<4 wo'~rl-l 2 1 2 1 2 3 Il .A32 ,092
1" FAC2 4 Il 10 15 lA 19 86 ,A31 .715
15/l ""Aleu 5 2 6 , 3 6 25 .83J .ZoB
1'7 orSn~T 1 2 • 3 3 2 15 .829 ,124
1'" H[,\VY 3 4 2 3 6 6 24 ,8?9 ,199)59 ITSElF 1 5 5 3 5 4 23 .R29 .191
1.- "E 21 21 4~ 57 2R 33 205 .A24 1.699
161 HILL 2 2 2 3 4 5 18 .~?A • )49
If.? ~'OQIH~lê 2 J 5 • 2 2 lA .B2A .149
163 PASSI'1N 2 • 2 2 3 5 18 .p.?~ .1491<4 SET 4 1 2 4 3 4 18 .R28 .149
lA< THOSf 10 .1 ]1 7 5 4 47 .a27 .389
)f,./l ARF 32 37 6" 72 40 98 354 .8?6 2.923
1'7 I-'H~:Pf 1'; ]1 ? ç 10 A 70 .e2S .s71
l'A ALl 37 37 T' 6. SA III 367 .a?.. 3.191
16Q BE l' Id SI 3ii 24 43 I.S .A24 l.f.oe
170 KI"O~-I 13 7 JO 16 4 9 59 .8?]; .486
171 HIE'" 16 21 l!' 14 7 6 74 .e23 .6S0
172 1'0 6 7 8 16 9
"
52 .e2;> .427
173 io'E~E 6 14 lB 14 5 14 71 .R?? .584
174 WHITE Il 16 • 16 14 3 •• .82? .567175 SAy 7 7 14 9 10 3 50 .820 .410
176 HA ND 5 7 5 13 10 5 45 .819 .3&8
177 HAVE 28 15 38 .. 24 56 20. .819 1.712
178 WAVfS 3 4 2 2 1 2 14 .Bl'1 .H<:-
170 LAlIO 5 2 3 • 6 2 22 .81A .leo
180 LOOK 3 • Il A 7 10 4J .Jlll'l .352
lAI "'OUT~ 3 6 4 2 2 5 22 .AIA .IAO
lA? $Ky 16 8 8 7 6 6 51 .8111 .417
183 II~mER l'. 12
"
4 14 7 69 .Il.H! .'564
IA4 WALLS 3 4 1 4 4 6 22 .Al1'1 .180
1095 BLHm 3 3 2 1 2 1 12 .817 .098
lM BREATHINO 2 1 2 3 3 1 12 .~)7 .098
187 t<ING 3 1 1 2 2 3 12 .817 .098
lAB orTEN 3 2 3 1 2 1 12 .817 .098
lB9 REAL 1 2 2 3 3 1 12 .B17 .098
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19. SUHHER 1 2 3 2 3 1 12 .817 .098
191 TALK 2 3 3 2 1 1 12 .911 .098
192 CQlQURS 2 3 • 6 2 3 20 .816 .163193 SEA B 17 8 Il 1 5 56 .815 .456
19' SIMPLE 1 2 3 3 3 1 13 .815 .106
195 THEy 17 2B 26 3. 11 52 l1A .815 1.450
196 DAWN 2 1. 5 6 6 5 34 .814 .217
191 UOR 6 11 12 6 1 9 51 .814 .464
19. AGAINST • II • 1 • • 36 .IU2 .292199 OuT 55 26 24 2. 25 18 112 .812 1.391
20. Sl-4ALL • 6 1 5 1 • 21 .812 .219
201 SONG • 3 2 • 6 5 28 .811 .221('02 WOULO • • 10 8 • 3 31 .Rl1 .3002·,3 NFAR 5 2 1 3 • • lQ .810 .154
eo' HHJTH 2 • • 3 5 1 19 .810 .154205 WORKING 1 2 3 • 5 • 19 .810 .154206 TtiERE 16 30 26 22 1 38 139 .809 1.121t
201 RESIDE 2 2 • 5 2 2 17 .80A .131
20b HILLS 3 5 1 • 3 2 18 .808 • litS
t'09 LITTLE 20 B 1 21 9 lB 83 .80B .611
21. HE5T 2 1 3 3 3 5 17 .808 .131
211 '4HûSF 5 8 9 2 • 5 33 • aOIJ .267712 RAIH 5 B • 3 6 II 31 .806 .298
213 TiilNK 9 • 8 9 5 2 31 .806 .298
21' WAS 26 23 '6 3. 1 26 162 .805 1.305
215 A" 5 5 16 18 18 l' 16 .803 .610
21b RROHN 9 • 3 • 3 5 28 .803 .225217 "OT 28 36 56 H 20 28 182 .803 1.461
218 HIGHT 1 10 8 • 1 5 39 .802 .313219 StLVER 8 6 1 10 6 6 37 .802 .291
220 .AV 3 3 8 5 • 9 32 .802 .257
2>1 SOUND 1 3 1 2 1 2 10 .800 .080
222 BREAD 1 3 2 5 5 • 2. .800 .160
27.3 COUNTRY 3 • 1 3 3 1 15 .800 .120224 CREfPS 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 .800 .0ltO
225 DIE • 2 1 • 2 2 15 .800 .120226 FOOL 2 2 1 1 1 3 1. .800 .080
227 FORTH 2 2 3 1 1 1 1. .800 .080
2?8 GEtnUs 1 1 1 1 1 0 5 .800 .040
229 HUNGRY 1 1 2 3 2 1 10 .800 .080
2:30 IRON 3 2 1 1 2 1 10 .800 .080
2:H lT 21 38 12 •• 26 .1 29. .800 2.351232 LEAF 2 1 2 1 , 3 ,. .800 .0130
233 LIFTING 1 1 0 1 1 1 5 .800 .040
234 HOTlONLfSS 1 1 0 1 1 1 5 .800 .040
235 RANGE 1 0 1 1 1 1 5 .800 .040
('36 SEEjo1S 2 2 0 2 2 2 10 .800 .080
237 SHOULDER 1 2 1 2 1 3 10 .800 .080
238 5THP 1 2 2 3 1 1 10 .800 .0ttO
23~ TUI-1RLINC1 2 2 0 2 2 2 10 .800 .080
240 PERH4PS 8 9 10 • 5 2 38 .798 .31)3
241 IoIITHOUT • • 8 9 5 13 43 .7
Q8 .3lt3
2lt2 HO(.> 2 6 8 3 9 9 31 .797 .295
243 PEACE 14 8 • 1 3 6 •• .lq6 .350244 YO 18 1 9 9 5 1 5S .796 .438
245 CLOCK • 2 1 6 2 1 2A .795 .223246 lTS 16 31 2. 10 12 19 12. .195 .954
247 STARS Il 1 3 6 • • 35 .195 .278
24tl AUVE 2 6 • 2 3 3 22 .793 .174249 FINAL 6 5 2 2 2 5 22 .793 .174
250 SQHETIHES • 1 • 5 2 5 23 .793 .182251 MY 32 35 Ils 110 9' 55 "1 .192 3.492
252 FREE 2 2 1 5 3 3 lb ,191 .127
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2S3 P.OVING 2 2 S 1 3 3 16 .791 .127
254 ROOH 1 4 4 7 6 3 2S .791 .198
?55 TREE 2 6 4 4 10 6 32 .791 .253
1'56 VERY 3 3 4 10 S 7 32 .791 .253
257 AONE 5 9 3 4 2 6 29 .790 .229
?5/J Al" 20 16 16 6 4 11 73 ,lAeJ .516
259 7"0 9 11 10 7 19 25 BI .789 .639
2'0 FlOiiERS 2 3 2 1 5 4 17 .7ep, • )34
2,,} JUST 2 4 5 9 3 5 2B .1e~ .Z;,>1
?6? T"'~fASELVFS; 1 3 4 4 1 4 17 .7A A .134
21.3 Af~Y 4 1
"
3 , 2 20 .7Po6 • )51
?f>l' CLOU['l 1 1 2 • 4
"
20 .7'11', .157
265 DVING 1 4 4 3 2 6 20 .7A6 .157
266 FALL 7 3 6 4 2 2 24 .786 .IBY
267 HAlE 4 4 2 3 1 6 20 .lAf> .IS7
?6B HEAVEU 2 1 4 4 3 6 2n .7P-6 .157
269 STO/JE Il )3 1
" "
11 50 .lR6- .393
?1ll VOlCES 4 4 ? 7
"
2 29 .lA4 .227
271 ROPf.; 1 1 3 1 2 3 11 .lAI ,OAt:>
?7? C[RiAlf' 1 1 3 1
"
6 22 .7~1 .112
1'73 Hf Ai 2 2 ? 1 2
"
11 .7dl .Of'b
1'74 lO\J'~ 1 1 1 1 2 1 11 .1A) .(lfl6
27f;;, Lf.f"J , • 10
"
3 3 30 .nl} .234
?7f) Pl.AYINf3 2 1 1 1 1 3 11 •un .0&6
1'77 CE'HURIE,; 1 2 1 3 4 2 13 .7HO .101
?71\ IeE 2 3 • ? 1 1 13 .71=10 .lOInq I~AGE 2 4 1 2 1 3 13 .lAD .lOI
?~o MI~W 4 4 1 3 7 7 2" .780 .203
?RI WELL 13 R 10 3 5 4 43 .lAO • :l3!:o
ZA? \oIHEN 27 lB 32 15 11 6 109 .lAo .850
;>83 FEET 3 ? 1
"
4 3 19 .778 .148
?A4 EVERY 2 3 6 9 5 ln 35 .717 .212
2AS GLASS 7
"
1 3 4 6 29 .777 .225
286 US 2B ln 29 19 17
"
153 .777 1.188
7.87 FOUR 2 2 ? 1 1 4 12 .77h .OtJ3
2'fIA BLACK • 3 7 7 5 1 3? .775 .24tJ289 FIVE 1 2 S 2 , 2 15 .775 .116
290 FLAIoIE 5 3 2 2 2 1 15 .775 .11&
291 NIGHT 2n 10 II 23 I? 3 79 .775 .612
~Q2 PASSJ~G 3 2 2 S ? 1 15 .775 .11&
?9J RACK J9 23 9 1) 7 6 75 .774 .580
2Q4 lOVE' , A ln ?2 lS 12 7n .774 .542
295 PAUSE 2 . 9 5 5 5 2" .77 .. .217
?Q~ flF::WG • 3 7 1 9 9 35 .713
.270
2Q7 CA/mOT 5 4 3 1 4 8 25 .773 .1Ci:J
?QR SHOlllfl 7 4 4 5 5 • 25 .77] .IQ3?9 Q UPO~J 4 11 B 21 2' 19 9A .773 • 7'hl
300 REEN 4 0 6 5 4 7 26 .712 ..... 01
301 BEI-IIND 7 b 2 2 3 3 23 .772 .17~
302 CLOUDS 5 3 3 4 0 5 20 .77? .154
303 FHL 1 3 1 1 2 1 9 .77? .Cl70
304 FORCE ? ? • ? 1 2 9 .777 .0711
305 LU·IBS 2 2 1 • 2 2 9 .77?
.07(1
306'. KYSELF 2 3 5 5 1 2 lB .77?. .) 3':1
307.PLAIN. 2 2 n 2 2 1 9 .777 .070
308- Rf"~Er~.~Eq 6 3 3 2 1 3 IR .772 • J.:\CJ
309 STCrŒS 3 ? 2 3 3 7 20 .772 .1~4
310 T.6l\f<: 1 1 1 ? 1 3 9 .772 .070
311 TPllE 2 4 7 6 1 6 2" .77? .20)
31?: TRUlY 2 1 3 1 1 1 9 .772 .070
313 F:VEH 6 5 15 4 5 9 44 .770 .339
3}4 LIKE 69 32 22 23 17 43 206 .770 1.5A7
3)5 SA~E 2 2 5 2 1 4 1" .770 .123
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316 WHO I~ 3 9 13 6 20 65 .770 .500
317 yE,AR 3 2 3 ~ ~ 0 16 .770 .123
318 FEf\R •• 3 2 10 1 5 31 .769 .238319 CLOSE 1 1 1 3 3 1 28 .767 .215
370 THAN B 14 Il ~ 3 5 45 .765 .344
321 ABOUT 18 1 3 9 6 13 56 .764 .428
322 LIPS 8 3 2 1 3 3 26 .764 .199
3?3 TOWARDS • 5 1 6 15 5 42 .764 .321324 BETWEEN • 6 1 ~ 6 10 31 .7(.,3 .2373;>5 THREE 1 • 2 6 2 • 19 .763 .1453?6 COL OUR 9 6 1 5 • 3 2i' .761 .213
377 HAD 1 15 • 12 2 6 48 .76) .3653':'8 riISTORY 2 1 • 2 • 1 1. .761 • ) 0 732Y NONE 3 3 ? • • 2 14 •761 .107330 110\1 • 5 1. 13 3 5 ~o .75Q .304
3-3\ PALE 1 • 1 "
6 5 22 .75'1 .167
:1:n P.t>RT 2 2 1 3 2 • 2. .7'59 .152
.1:31 FEfL 1 3 • 1 2 • 21 .7,)R .1'.>9
334 NAME 5 6 1 1 2 3 2' .758 .182
335 END 3 • 9 • 3 2 2S .757 .189330 GREPl 9 26 6 10 15 8 14 ,757 .560
331 lT IS 2 2 8 • 3 1 26 .751 .1973:\8 KILL 1 3 5 5 1 3 18 .151 ,136
339 StNG • 5 • 3 6 1 2S .157 .189340 !~AN 1 22 30 lb 53 29 157 .7')5 1,186
341 COULD 9 9 14 1 3 2 44 ,754 .332
342 CALL 1 • 3 6 2 1 23 .753 .173343 fRtEND 2 j 1 • • 1 23 .753 .173
:\44 STAUD 2 1 6 3 1 • 23 .753 .173345 F3ELOW 2 • 3 0 • 2 15 .152 .113346 LOVELY 2 2 • 3 0 • 15 .152 .113347 MILE 1 2 3 5 3 1 15 .152 .113
348 Off 6 12 1 5 2 3 35 .752 .263
349 TanAy 0 2 3 • 5 3 11 .152 .128350 lONGUE 1 2 3 5 3 1 15 .752 .113
351 'lj'IlD 3 2 1 2 3 6 11 .752 .128
352 ilORO 1 3 12 10 8 12 46 .751 .345
353 AfTERNOON 2 1 2 0 2 1 8 .750 .060
354 BOX 2 1 2 1 0 2 8 .150 .060
355 EMPTY 3 5 • 1 1 2 16 .150 .120356 [NEI-lY 2 1 1 2 0 2 8 .750 .060
351 FINO 6 2 1 5 2 3 19 .750 .142
35R FORGET 1 2 2 1 2 0 B .750 ,060
3<:J9 I-IEARfJ 1 • • 3 1 • ) Q .150 .142360 LEVEL 2 2 1 1 2 • ~ .7S/) ,060~f,.1 LIVEs 1 1 0 2 2 2
"
.7"'0 .060
162 PR[CIOIIS 1 2 2 2 1 • 8 .150 .0601"'3 PUMOU~ 1 1 2 2 2 0 li .750 .060
364 RUNUHlG 3 1 1 1 1 1 8 .150 ,0bO
365 S,AW • 3 1 3 1 1 13 .750 .091
_"\t:-tl TEtI 2 1 2 1 2 • B .750 .060367 TlME'lEPS 1 2 2 2 • 1 A .150 .060368 TRy!NG 3 1 1 1 1 1 8 .150 .060
31'>9 TioII5TED 3 1 1 1 1 1 fi ,150 .060
:no Cl TV 8 • 3 2 3 2 22 .749 ,165
311 COHING 2 3 1 2 2 6 22 .749 .165
372 AIRDS 3 3 1 1 2 • 2. .747 .149
373 FLAT Z 3 2 1 2 0 1. .141 .075
314 GONE 1 2 2 0 2 3 1. .747 .075
375 LDV[P 2 2 0 3 1 2 ln .141 .015
376 T~ICK 3 • 2 2 2 1 10 .147 .075377 'lj'HY 1 2 3 3 1 4 2. .747 .149
378 fINGERS 1 1 1 1 5 6 21 .145 .201
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